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Since its inception and for the 12th consecutive year, RBC Royal Bank is a lead sponsor of the Bahamas 
International Film Festival (BIFF). We are proud of our role in helping develop the skills and showcasing the 
work of emerging filmmakers across The Bahamas and the Caribbean. 

This year, RBC's sponsorship supported one of BIFFs educational initiatives-the 2015 Youth Film 
Workshop. Through this programme-also known as "Filmmaking in a Day"- BIFF took industry 
professionals into our schools, introducing elementary and high school students across The Bahamas to 
the art of film making. 

Join us as we support the future of Caribbean cinema, December 1-12, 2015. 
For more information visit www.bintlfilmfest.com.

Lights, Camera, Focus! 
 

Celebrating artistic diversity
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The Bahamas International Film Festival (BIFF) is a nonprofit organization committed to providing the 
local community and International festival goers with a diverse presentation of films from The Bahamas 
and around the world. In addition to showcasing films that might not otherwise be released theatrically, 
BIFF provides unique cultural experiences, educational programs, and forums for exploring the past, 
present & future of cinema.

BIFF STAFF 
Leslie Vanderpool • Founder & Executive Director  
Kerim Duran • Technical Director   
Sandy Duff • Filmmaker Coordinator   
Pauline Vanderpool • Travel Coordinator   
Cindi Bocus • Volunteer Coordinator
Lou Saidi Jupp & Kim Donald Davis • Special Events Liaison
Jennifer Fulton • Volunteer Assistant
Lathario Taylor • BIFF IT
Shar Hanson • BIFF Blogger
Jay Isaacs • BIFF Photographer
Nick La Casella • Technical Assistant
Lise Andersson • Web Designer 

PROGRAMMING COMMITTEE
Leslie Vanderpool • Head Programmer  Bryan Boddy • Programmer

BOARD MEMBERS     US BOARD MEMBERS
Ms. Leslie Vanderpool • Founder & Executive Director Ms. Leslie Vanderpool
Mr. Peter Whitehead • Chairman of the Board  Mr. Richard Herring  
Mr. Colin Lightbourn • Co-Chairman of the Board Mr. Michael Mueller • Legal Affairs
Ms. Monika Badillo Mortimer • Treasurer  Ms. Sydney T. Poitier   
Mr. Richard Herring     Mr. Elliot Kotek
Meyucah Knowles • Secretary, Legal Assistant Alexiou, Mr. Trent Berry  
         Knowles & Company   
Mr. Ron Springle • Accountant, Ex Officio 
Mr. Stephane Cathelin

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
Jib Polhemus • Jeffrey Lyons • Andrew O’Brien • Gordon Mills • Joan Albury • Phillip Whitehead
Bruno Chatelin • Claus Mueller • Nate Kohn • Daniel Guando • Morris Ruskin

Poster Designer - Kelly Anne Huber 
Bahamian born Graphic Designer, KellyAnne Huber attended Savannah College of Art and  
Design in Savannah GA in 2000. She spent 5 years working in various Publication and Advertising 
Houses in the US after graduating with a degree in Graphic Design and Communication Arts. 
She also spent time working in the South of France working with a Historic Restoration company. 
In 2004 KellyAnne launched her own Graphic Design & Branding company, CREATIVE SPOT. 
Returning home to Nassau in 2008 she began working in the Doctors Hospital’s Marketing 

Department, where she was introduced and eventually, joined the Rotary Club of East Nassau. Furthering her 
career, KellyAnne joined the Cacique International Team for 4 years working as their Marketing, Branding & PR 
Director, with extended experience in event and wedding design. Eventually KellyAnne joined the family business 
at RUBINS while continuing to focus on her Graphic Design company, Creative Spot. Amongst getting married 
and having children, KellyAnne launched her own Event & Wedding Design Company, CAY WEDDINGS. This is 
the second time KellyAnne has joined the BIFF family in creating their brand for the festival year.  

Program Designer - Kam Cheng
Kam Cheng is a veteran designer who spent the last two decades working in the field as a 
graphic designer and multi-media artist. He has worked for various design companies, from a 
multi-cultural design firm specializing in helping for-profit and non-profit organizations to a video 
production house that has won not only Silver and Golden Telly awards but also an Emmy award 
for it’s various videos. He is the founder of Phoenix Designs and currently resides in The Bahamas.

MISSION STATEMENT
Of The Bahamas International Film Festival
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Leslie Vanderpool
BIFF Founder &

Executive Director 

GREETINGS
From the Founder & Executive Director

We welcome you to another exciting year with the BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL. This 
year marks the twelfth anniversary that this international f ilm festival has been held in our Bahamaland.

As always, BIFF will serve as a platform to promote both local and international f ilmmakers with special 
emphasis on the diverse culture found in The Bahamas and the region.

This year, we experienced a substantial increase in the number of foreign guest scheduled to visit our 
shores to par ticipate in this fun-f illed event and share with us new ideas and techniques in the ar t of the 
cinema. Over the twelve days of festival-going, guests will be enter tained by the 130 selected from over 
500 presented and representing 30 countries. Accompanying these f ilms will be many of the directors, 
producers, writers and actors, who will share their experiences and techniques with the audience.  

The highlight of this Festival will be a tribute to women for their contribution to the ar t, raising the 
social consciousness, championing freedom of expression. The Weinstein Company has done it again. 
They have presented us with an extraordinary f ilm: CAROL, directed by Todd Haynes (starring Cate 
Blanchett and Rooney Mara) and for BIFF Closing Night Film, co producer Jonathan McHugh presents, 
JANIS: LITTLE GIRL BLUE, directed by Amy Berg.

The Bahamas International Film Festival will venture to The Family Islands for the greater par t of its 
program. Its initial events will be held in Harbour Island, Eleuthera. Here, the popular Screenwriters  
Residency Program will be conducted, December 1- 4, Following the showing of f ilms and special events, 
the activities will move a few miles away, to Governors Harbour, Eleuthera where the Shor t Film  
Program called the “Shor ties”, Master Classes and Panel Discussion in Music In Film will take place,  
December 5-8. These sessions will be conducted by luminaries in the f ield.

We extend sincere appreciation for our sponsors of The Festival, their generosity has made our Festival 
successful throughout the years. Thanks go out to our advisors, patrons, donors volunteers and Board 
Members for taking BIFF to be recognized among the top 25 Coolest International Film Festival in the 
world an honor by Movie Making Magazine.

CornèrTrader
308 East Bay Street
Nassau, The Bahamas

More than 160 Forex crosses, dozens of FX Options, thousands of CFDs, ETFs, and 
Stocks from 22 global exchanges, along with Contract Options and Futures. The 
numbers speak to a world of opportunity.

ONE PLATFORM, 
A WORLD OF ASSETS

What is behind the counter is what counts most  a customers-first ethic on which
we have built the CornèrTrader brand. Our deep commitment to personal services 
means that you are both fully in control and fully supported.

YOU-FIRST  
SERVICE

MULTI-ASSET PLATFORM 
Trade all your desired asset classes from a single platform. 
CornèrTrader gives you a unified vantage point for building 
and managing a diversified portfolio.

INTUITIVE TRADING
Experience an interface built to mimic your workflow – with
a range of flexible features and functionality to choose from,
all backed by attentive service.

MULTI-DEVICE
Trade from wherever you like – on your desktop, phone or tablet.

YOUR ONLINE TRADING - IN NASSAU.

+ 1 242 677 63 49
info@cornertrader

www.cornertrader.com
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THE HONOURABLE DAMIAN GOMEZ Q.C. ,  M.P.
MINISTER OF STATE FOR LEGAL AFFAIRS
THE COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS

THE BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2015

I t  br ings me great  pleasure to  provide welcome remarks for  this  years  f i lm fest ival . 
Fi lms are  qui te  essent ia l  to  cul tural  expression and social  development . 

There is  the saying “Art  imitates  l i fe”  and cer ta inly there  is  no bet ter  representat ion 
of  this  than in  the product ion of  f i lms.  Here in  The Commonweal th  of  The Bahamas 
we are  blessed with a  myriad of  beaut i ful  locat ions which serve as  wonderful  set 
pieces  for  those worlds  borne in  the imaginat ion of  screen wri ters ,  directors  and other 
members  of  the creat ive community.   Though the prevai l ing view may serve the desire 
to  use our  beaut i ful  country and i ts  landscape to  provide the context  for  beaut i ful 
c inematography we must  not  over  look the social  context  of  f i lms shot  here ,  which 
provides  for  r ich s tory te l l ing.  Our his tory as  an independent  country also provides 
r ich content  for  s torytel l ing.   Even our  society,  the Bahamian People  and the interac-
t ion with each other   provides  us  with fer t i le  ground for  engaging an audience and I 
am sure that  this  year ’s  f i lm fest ival  wil l  take the audiences even deeper  into cul ture , 
t radi t ions and social  discussions going on in  The Bahamas. 

As an avid f i lm watcher  and as  the father  of  kids  who absolutely enjoy a  good f i lm,  I 
too am looking forward to  viewing the work of  the ta lented f i lm producers ,  directors , 
actors  and key personnel .  A great  deal  of  effor t  goes into a  f inished and mastered f i lm 
and i t  a lso takes  a  s ignif icant  degree of  ta lent  to  produce a  marketable  and thoroughly 
enjoyable  experience. 

To you the magicians,  the ar t isans,  the poets ,  the vis ionaries  and the bold,  I  say thank 
you for  the visual  feast  of  creat ivi ty  that  we wil l  enjoy over  the next  few days.  We 
the members  of  the audience hope that  each f i lm wil l  resonate  and never  leave our 
minds.  We hope that  each experience wil l  endear  us  to  the characters ,  the s tory and to 
our  country.  This  is  your  moment  to  shine.  We applaud your  creat ivi ty  as  we marvel 
a t  how you have channeled God’s  gif t  for  our  enter ta inment .

We are  e ternal ly  grateful  for  this  gif t .  We the audience are  enthusiast ic  to  celebrate 
your  hard work!

MEET OUR SPONSORS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Media Partners ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Donors •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bahamas Waterfront Properties • Chinese Embassy Of The Bahamas • Banca del Sempione, SA
Mr. Jean Chalopin • Mr. Gregory Nihon • Mr. Grant Thornton • Central Eleuthera Constituency

Dr. & Mrs. Cyril Vanderpool

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Hospitality Partners ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Supporting Sponsor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Contributing Sponsor ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Production Partners ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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This year’s Festival will showcase 135 Films from 25 different countries. All are  
Bahamian premiers.

The three competition categories at BIFF are:

• Spirit of Freedom Narrative and Documentary
BIFF has held Spirit of Freedom as one of its themed categories since it’s very first  
festival, 11 years ago. Each film in this program explores the potential of the human 
spirit and how freedom affects - or is absent from - our lives. 

• New Vision - Sponsored by JetBlue Airways
Our New Visions competition is a showcase for emerging artists, providing  
festival audiences with the opportunity to discover the next generation of visionary  
filmmakers. A Grand Jury Prize will be presented to the New Vision film category. 

• Short Films
A short film is 31 minutes or less and often the only place where young filmmakers 
have the chance to explore story telling through cinema. Film Festivals are one of the 
few venues where multiple short films can experienced. BIFF is pleased to present one 
of the most interesting and diverse lineups of short films. A Grand Jury Prize will be 
presented to the Short film category.

Our other film categories are: 

• World Cinema Narrative and Documentary
   - Sponsored by CornerTrader
Our World Cinema section is where audiences can encounter the stories and  
characters representing life and relationships from around the world. Join us as these 
filmmakers take us on a myriad of journeys through life, death and the landscape of 
the heart.

• Caribbean Spotlight - Sponsored by Dermalogica
Our regional spotlight is a showcase of recent Caribbean and Bahamian Cinema. 
We have sought the most interesting voices of our island region, and present the rich  
tapestry of cultures - and the cinema that reflects them - that has inspired these artists 
throughout the Caribbean.

  Awards ceremony to be held 
Saturday, December 12th at 8:30pm at Graycliff.

BIFF 2015
Jurors

Proud Sponsors of
The Bahamas International Film Festival

For movie listings and showtimes come visit us at www.bahamaslocal.com/galleria
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KATE PEROTTI is a director, producer, writer, cinematographer, photographer, editor,  
idealist, CEO of Edendale Pictures LLC. 

Kate Perotti works in both NY and LA, continues to be integrally involved in cutting edge 
films, photography, mixed media, art and commerce. Called a “creative powe house” by  
UK FastMedia Magazine she is first and foremost a vision-oriented innovator who is willing to 
take risks, work with dogged perseverance, determination and generosity of spirit at each level. 

In production, she has worked in nearly every position behind the camera. Kate is a Los  
Angeles Emmy award winning documentarian as Cinematographer on Community of Caring,  
produced by the DGA Women’s Steering Committee and Santa MonicaTV for local and national non-profit  
organizations such as Habitat for Humanity.

STEPHEN BEREAUX is the Director of Policy & Regulation of Bahamas’ Utilities  
Regulation and Competition Authority (URCA). He leads a team of professionals responsible for 
telecommunications and broadcasting regulation in The Bahamas. 

An attorney by profession, Mr Bereaux practiced telecommunications, IT, and media law in the 
United Kingdom and Hong Kong, before becoming a telecommunications and broadcasting 
regulator in Trinidad and Tobago in 2006, and returning to The Bahamas and joining URCA in 
2010. 

URCA is responsible for the regulation of all telecommunications operators (mobile and fixed voice, 
data and messaging) as well as all radio and television broadcasters, and audiovisual media content 
providers in The Bahamas. 

As a regulator, Mr Bereaux has been instrumental in the design, implementation and enforcement of 
the codes of practice for broadcasting in Trinidad and Tobago and The Bahamas, which determine the 
rules of the game for what can and cannot be broadcast. Socially, Mr Bereaux is a movie fan and avid 
reader, and enjoys spending time with friends and family.

TIVI MAGNUSSON started working with film in 1962, taking a film education at  
Laterna Studios in Denmark. He graduated in 1965, and after 10 years in the fashion industry,  
Tivi Magnusson returned to film as President of HTM Film (1975-1984). 

In 1984 he became President for Metronome Production, and was names Head of DR  
Television International in 1988. From 1990-1994 he was Executive Vice President in Egmont  
Audio Visual Group. 

In 1994 Tivi founded M&M Productions, where he is still President. Tivi has produced more 
than 50 films and TV-series, and has won numerous prizes and awards. Among others – 2 Oscars,  
5 Emmys, 2 Silver Bears and numerous Danish Academy Awards “Robert”. He is a voting member of 
both The Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences, USA and The European Film Academy, and is a  
member of several film boards, ranging from funds to festivals.

Men & Chicken (2015), Helium (2014), The New Tenants (2010), Adam’s Apples (2007), The Green 
Butchers (2005).

SPIRIT OF FREEDOM
Narrative & Documentary Jury

Mon-Thu: 11 AM - 10 PM
Fri-Sat: 11 AM - 11 PM

Tel. (242) 327-7111
jacques@bluesailbahamas.com

Blue Sail is located in Sandy Por t with a 360 degree Bar that over looks the beach and the ocean. We serve Pizza 
cooked in a Wood Oven, several BBQ items and various dishes in a Mediterranean style. 

We take reservations, but walk-ins are more than welcome. We also do take-out orders and cater to groups and 
kids alike. Let us cater your next event!

WHAT’S BETTER THAN
         SNORKELING?

HAVING LUNCH AFTERWARDS!
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DORIAN MISSICK was born on January 15, 1976 in East Orange, New Jersey, USA. 
Dorian Missick is an actor who became famous for his roles in movies such as The Manchurian  
Candidate and Lucky Number Slevin. On the small screen, he is best known as Damian in Six 
Degrees and Victor Vance in Grand Theft Auto: Vice City Stories. 

Missick, who got his break in a commercial for Coca Cola, became part of the Jazz Actors, a 
theater company where he got inspired by Ernie McClintock. After appearing in In the Heat of 
the Night and Two Way Crossing, he was cast in Now and Again, Philly, NYPD Blue and Two 
Weeks Notice, where he played Hugh Grant’s limo driver.

Missick, whose credits include roles on Premium, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, The Bounty Hunter and 
Sons of Anarchy, currently stars on the NBC series The Cape as Marty.

MATTHEW SHREDER Matthew Shreder is the co-founder and managing partner of 
worldwide film sales company Concourse Media and marketing and audience engagement firm 
The Industry & Co. 

Shreder began his career at The Walt Disney Company in their Buena Vista Productions division 
in New York City.  He then joined talent agency ICM Partners in their Motion Picture Literary 
department, where he supported such deals as No Country for Old Men, The Road, and Lee 
Daniel’s The Butler. 

Later, he worked for Preferred Content during its launch phase with a focus on domestic film 
sales and production finance. Prior to Launching Concourse Media and I&Co, Shreder worked for IM 
Global where he managed global film sales across their entire slate.

RICK GRAMFORS is a project manager, film historian, DVD company CEO, journalist, 
and musician. I did my film studies at Stockholm University. I spent 16 years at the Swedish Film 
Institute; film archive, program officer at the Cinematheque, project manager for the Centenary 
of Cinema, head of the international department, CEO of the SFI publishing company, man-
ager of the EU MEDIA programme in Sweden. I have been editor-in-chief of two Swedish film  
magazines – Chaplin and Total Film. 

I was also the CEO of Sweden’s first video-on-demand-company. Since ten years, in charge 
of the event cinema scheme ”Live på bio” at the Swedish organization Folkets Hus och Parker 

(FHP), distributing live broadcasts in HD quality and 5.1 surround sound to 180 Swedish cinemas, 
now expanding into Norway, Finland and Denmark. Live broadcasts in cinemas of opera, concerts, 
theatre, ballet, art, and more (co-operations include the Metropolitan Opera, New York, the Bolshoi 
Ballet, Moscow, National Theatre, London and the Berlin Philharmonics). Responsible for the event 
cinema content, rights negotiations, programming and presentation of the content. FHP is the market 
leader for event cinema in Scandinavia. 

I am also the CEO of Swedish DVD distribution company/film club/film archive/research outfit  
Klubb Super 8.

NEW VISION
Jury

For Private Island Sales & Rentals visit us at 
www.bahamasislands.com

or www.bahamaswaterfront.com

P.O. Box SS-6481, #1 Bay Street
Nassau, The Bahamas

E: sales@bahamasislands.com • T: 242-328-7777
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BENTLEY EVANS is an American television writer, producer, director, and actor. He is a 
native of Oakland, California. 

Evans is most notable as the show runner on several sitcoms, among them Martin (1992–1997) 
on FOX, The Jamie Foxx Show (1996–2001) on The WB, and Love That Girl! (2010–present) 
on TV One. 

Evans is also the creator of Love That Girl! and the co-creator of The Jamie Foxx Show. Outside of  
television, Evans is the co-screenwriter, with his Martin star Martin Lawrence, of Lawrence’s 1996 

feature film, A Thin Line Between Love and Hate.  

KATE PEROTTI is a director, producer, writer, cinematographer, photographer, editor,  
idealist, CEO of Edendale Pictures LLC. 

Kate Perotti works in both NY and LA, continues to be integrally involved in cutting edge 
films, photography, mixed media, art and commerce. Called a “creative powe house” by  
UK FastMedia Magazine she is first and foremost a vision-oriented innovator who is willing to 
take risks, work with dogged perseverance, determination and generosity of spirit at each level. 

In production, she has worked in nearly every position behind the camera. Kate is a Los  
Angeles Emmy award winning documentarian as Cinematographer on Community of Caring,  
produced by the DGA Women’s Steering Committee and Santa MonicaTV for local and national non-profit  
organizations such as Habitat for Humanity.

MARTINA CARROLL has worked in production since 1989 as a Production Assistant and 
helped out in various departments. She has assisted in craft services, as an office PA, camera 
assistant and art depart where she became a set dressing buyer and then moved to Props de-
partment. She has worked in locations as a scout and assistant and moved onto running the set 
until becoming a Locations scout, manager and coordinator. 

Martina is a Bahamian who has been around productions the majority of her life growing 
up with parents in the business, her father was a marine coordinator and her mother was a  
locations Manager. 

Feature Films: Tomorrow Land, The Other Woman, Blacksails, WHY Too, Blue, Duplicity, Fools Gold, 
Rain, Pirates II & III, Three, After The Sunset, Dolphins, Flipper, My Father The Hero.

Television & Commercials: Rich Kids of Beverly Hills, Tia & Tamara, Ushuaia Nature, High Society Lion, 
Wheel of Fortune, Carnival, BAHA MAR, Peru Lottery, Bilboa Barter, FA Mark Gray, Royal Navy, At-
lantis Transformed, Caprice Des Dieux “Les Naufrages”, L’oreal, Dior Jude Law, VISA, RCCL, Disney 
Cruise 

Music Videos: Lionel Ritchie & Weapons of Mass, Shania Twian, Shaggy

SHORT FILM
Jury
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New York 1952. Carol is elegant, sophisticated, 
wealthy and married. Therese is just starting out 
in life, unsure of who she wants to be.

A chance encounter in a Manhattan department 
store sparks an extraordinary friendship  
between these two women. Carol is caught in 
a bitter divorce and a custody battle for her 
daughter, but finds herself mesmerised by this 
mysterious, quiet beauty.

Finding herself alone on Christmas Day, Carol 
invites Therese to escape on a spontaneous 

road trip into the heartland of America. It is  
during this magical journey that the two fall 
hopelessly and desperately in love. But this 
is 1952 and Carol is risking everything for this  
relationship that defies society’s conventions.

Based on the best-selling novel by Patricia  
Highsmith, author of Strangers on a Train and 
The Talented Mr Ripley, Carol is a powerful  
romance fueled by the suspense, danger and  
exhilaration of forbidden love.

CAROL
USA / 2015 / 118 mins

Directed by: Todd Haynes
Written by: Patricia Highsmith (novel), & Phyllis Nagy (screenplay)
Produced by: Elizabeth Karlsen, Stephen Woolley, Christine Vachon, & Tessa Ross
Principal Cast: Rooney Mara, Cate Blanchett, Sarah Paulson & Kyle Chandler
Language: English

OPENING NIGHT FILM
Wednesday, December 9th • 7 PM • Galleria Cinema JFK

Opening Night Party at
Blue Sail, Sandyport

Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Amy 
Berg (Deliver Us from Evil) delves into the life of 
late rock legend Janis Joplin.

Janis Joplin is one of the most revered and  
iconic rock & roll singers of all time, a tragic and  
misunderstood figure who thrilled millions of  
listeners and blazed new creative trails before 
her death in 1970 at age 27. 

This in depth examination presents an intimate 
and insightful portrait of a complicated, driven, 
and often beleaguered artist. 

Joplin’s own words tell much of the film’s story 
through a series of letters she wrote to her  
parents over the years, many of them made 
public here for the first time. 

Joplin was a powerhouse when she sang, and 
her recordings have never left the radio or the 
hearts of rock fans worldwide. 

A new understanding of a bright, complex  
woman whose surprising rise and sudden  
demise changed music forever.

JANIS: LITTLE GIRL BLUE
USA / 2015 / 103 mins

Directed by: Amy Berg
Produced by: Amy Berg, Jonathan McHugh, Alex Gibney, Jeff Jampol, & Katherine LeBlond
Narrator & Principal Cast: Cat Power
Language: English

Closing Night Party at
Grayclif f, Nassau

CLOSING NIGHT FILM
Saturday, December 12th • 5:30 PM • Galleria Cinema JFK

Opening Night Film Saturday, December 5th • 7 PM • The Cove, Eleuthera
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Special
Screenings

BABY BABY BABY 
USA / 2015 / 86 mins
Directed & written by: Brian Klugman 
Principal Cast: Adrianne Palicki, Brian Klugman, & Michaela Conlin
Language: English

BABY, BABY, BABY a love story set in Los Angeles. Sunny (Adrianne Palicki) 
is a painter in heart, and a bartender by night. Sydney (Brian Klugman) is a 
commercial actor by day, but lately prefers to write short stories. Though 
mismatched, Sydney and Sunny hit it off. They date, fall in love, and move 
in together. Sydney’s short st ories appear throughout the film, reflective of 
his relationship with Sunny. These shorts feature special cameos.

CONSUMED 
USA / 2015 / 95 mins
Directed by: Daryl Wein
Written and produced by: Daryl Wein & Zoe Lister-Jones
Principal Cast: Zoe Lister-Jones, Danny Glover, Taylor Kinney, Anthony 
                     Edwards, Victor Garber, Kunal Nayyar & Griff in Dunne
Language: English

CONSUMED is a dramatic thriller that explores the complex world of 
genetically modified food. The story is anchored by a working-class, single 
Mother on a hunt to uncover the cause of her son’s mysterious illness.  

Interwoven are the stories of an Organic farmer, the CEO of a biotechnology corporation, two  
Scientists on the verge of a major discovery, and an ex-Cop caught in the middle of it all.

JAWS: THE REVENGE (RETROSPECTIVE) 
Bahamas, USA / 1987 / 89 mins
Directed & produced by: Joseph Sargent
Written by: Peter Benchley
Principal Cast: Michael Caine, Melvin Van Peebles, Roy Scheider, Lorraine 
Gary, Lance Guest, Mario Van Peebles, Lynn Whitf ield, Cedric Scott and 
Bahamian Extras
Language: English

Filmed on location in the Bahamas. Chief Brody’s widow believes that her 
family is deliberately being targeted by another shark in search of revenge.

MEN & CHICKEN 
Denmark / 2015 / 104 mins
Directed & Written by: Anders Thomas Jensen
Produced by: Kim Magnusson & Tivi Magnusson
Principal Cast: Mads Mikkselsen, David Dencik, Søren Malling, 
     Nikolaj Lie Kaas, & Nicolas Bro
Language: Danish (English Subtitles)

In this hilar ious and outrageously twisted comedy, Mads Mikkelsen 
(“Hannibal”, Casino Royale)––now an A-list Hollywood star 

and debonair leading man––allows his long-time collaborator and Danish filmmaking icon  
Anders Thomas Jensen to transform him into Elias, one of the least appealing humans ever to 
shine on the silver screen. Upon their father’s passing, Elias and his slightly better-adjusted brother  
Gabriel (David Dencik, The Girl With The Dragon Tattoo) discover that they are adopted. In search 
for their real parents, they stumble upon three new brothers who are living in an abandoned and  
decaying island sanatorium, each varying degrees of strange and none quite capable of living a normal 
life in Danish society. To make matters even more unsettling for Gabriel and Elias, their new brothers 
have a penchant for unexpected blunt-force head trauma. And there’s something about the chickens  
wandering the off-limits basement that’s more than a little bit foreboding...a paralyzing, yet liberating, 
secret of both Men & Chicken.

THE CREW (BRAQUEURS)
France / 2015 / 80 mins
Directed & written by: Julien Leclercq
Produced by: Julien Madon & Stephane Cathelin
Principal Cast: Sami Bouajila, Guillaume Gouix, & Youssef Hajdi
Language: French (English Subtitles)

Yanis Zeri is one of the most talented armored-truck hijackers in Paris.  
Meticulous and brilliant, he always kept himself under the radar. His friends, 
Franck and Nasser, and his brother Amine are the only men he trusts to 
work with him. But for his newest coup, Yanis brings in an explosives expert, 

Eric. Everything goes according to plan. They hit the jackpot! But Amine is too greedy and makes a mis-
take that forces them to work for a powerful dealer. Their job: hijack a go-fast and take all the cash and 
drugs they can. If they fail, their families will suffer the consequences. The stakes never have been higher…

THE SECRET OCEAN
The Bahamas & USA / 2015 / 40 mins
Directed by: Jean Michel Costeau 
Written by: Pamela Stacey
Principal Cast: Jean Michel Costeau, Sylvia Earle, & Holly Lohuis
Language: French (English Subtitles)

Filmed by Gavin Mckinney (Bahamas)
Jean-Michel Cousteau, son of ocean pioneer Jacques Cousteau, offers a 
breakthrough look at a secret world within the ocean that is perhaps the 
biggest story of all—that the smallest life in the sea is the mightiest force on 

which we all depend.  Alongside marine biologist Holly Lohuis, he invites viewers to dive into this whole 
new world that will leave them in awe of the beauty and diversity of the oceans – the source of all life on 
our planet – and inspire an even stronger desire to protect what they have either seen for the first time or 
perhaps re-discovered along the journey. Narrated by renowned oceanographer Dr. Sylvia Earle, “Jean-
Michel Cousteau’s Secret Ocean 3D” introduces audiences to over 30 species, illuminating behaviors 
captured for the first time thanks to the development of new tools that allow underwater filming in 3D, 
ultra-HD 5K, slow motion, macro, and with motion control, and takes them to remarkable and vibrant 
environments such as the Bahamas, Fiji, and Bimini.
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ALL EYES ALL EARS
USA, China / 2015 / 90 mins
Directed & written by: Vanessa Hope
Produced by: Vanessa Hope, Ted Hope, Geralyn Dreyfous, & Carlton Evans
Principal Cast: Gracie Mei Huntsman, Jon Huntsman, & Guangcheng Chen
Language: Mandarin, Cantonese & English

Tension between the United States and China is high and ALL EYES AND 
EARS delves deeply into the relationship, interweaving the stories of U.S. 
Ambassador to China Jon Huntsman, his adopted Chinese daughter,  
Gracie Mei, and blind legal advocate Chen Guangcheng. 

CROCODILE GENNADIY 
Ukraine / 2014 / 100 mins
Directed & written by: Steve Hoover
Principal Cast: Gennadiy Mokhnenko
Language: English 

Gennadiy calls himself “Pastor Crocodile.” He’s known throughout Ukraine 
for his years working to rehabilitate drug-addicted kids. But he’s also 
a vigilante who uses any force necessary to carry out his moral vision.  
Gennadiy believes he has made Mariupol a better place, but now, the  
violence in Ukraine threatens everything.

EADWEARD 
Canada / 2015 / 104 mins
Directed by: Kyle Rideout 
Written by: Josh Epstein & Kyle Rideout
Produced by: Josh Epstein
Principal Cast: Michael Eklund, Sara Canning Remedy, Christopher Heyerdahl, 
                     Torrance Coombs, Jodi Balfour, & Jonathon Young
Language: English

A psychological drama centered around world-famous turn-of-the-century 
photographer, Eadweard Muybridge who photographed nude and de-

formed subjects, became the godfather of cinema, murdered his wife’s lover, and was the last American 
to receive the justifiable homicide verdict.

SPIRIT OF FREEDOM
Narrative & Documentary Films

GAZELLE - THE LOVE ISSUE 
Brazil / 2014 / 93 mins
Directed by: Cesar Terranova
Produced by: Cesar Terranova & Gerard Joly
Executive Producers: Andrea Swift & Immy Humes
Principal Cast: Gazelle Paulo, Kenny Kenny, & Paul Alexander
Language: English

With the sudden death of his partner Eric, Paulo must pass through a life 
transformation. Paulo is HIV+ but never got sick before and now he sees 
his own life is in danger for the first time. He embarks on a conscious trans-

formation by filtering what matters in his life. The film brings us into Paulo’s search for a meaningful 
way to deepen Gazelle’s life.

I AM THALENTE 
South Africa / 2015 / 80 mins
Directed by: Natalie Johns
Produced by:  Natalie Johns, Oualid Mouaness & Colin Kennedy
Principal Cast: Thalente Biyela, Kenny Anderson, & Tony Hawk
Language: English & Zulu 

The film follows once homeless street kid, Thalente Biyela’s journey to over-
come his limitations and rise from circumstance on a board from Duban, 
South Africa to the United States.

INDIAS DAUGHTER 
India / 2015 / 63 mins
Directed & written by: Leslee Udwin
Principal Cast: Asha Devi, Badri Singh, Satendra
Language: Hindi & English

This documentary film pays tribute to the remarkable and inspiring short 
life of Jyoti Singh and documents the brutality of her gang-rape and murder 
in Delhi in December 2012. 

MADINA’S DREAM 
USA, Sudan / 2015 / 82 mins
Directed & written by: Andrew Berends
Produced by: Alessandra Bellizia, Andrew Berends, Alex Kruz, 
                    & Mariah Wilson
Language: Arabic 

An unflinching and poetic glimpse into a forgotten war, MADINA’S DREAM 
tells the story of rebels and refugees fighting to survive in Sudan’s Nuba 
Mountains. 
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MY FATHERS LAND 
China / 2014 / 81 mins
Directed by: Kenneth Eng
Written by: Ehren Parks
Principal Cast: Yau King Enf
Language: Cantonese & Chinese (English Subtitles)

In America, everyone has a family story of immigration. Every family, 
at some point, has had somebody leave their native country behind to 
search for a better life. How did they hold onto their identity? How did they 
adapt to their new life? Every family has a special story. In my case, it’s my  

Chinese-American story. His story would fall on my deaf ears until I returned to China with him.

QUEEN MIMI 
USA / 2014 / 85 mins
Directed & written by: Yaniv Rokah
Principal Cast:  Amy Boatwright, Rita Branch, & Stan Fox
Language: English 

Marie “Mimi” Haist defied her adulterous husband and moved onto the 
streets in her 50s, living in parking lots and doorways until finding her 
“home” one stormy night between rows of washers in a Californian laun-
dromat. Encouraged to stay by a more than generous laundry owner, 
Mimi’s ‘the past is the past’ philosophy endeared her to regular fluff and 

fold clients and, after more than 20 years, Mimi has made some unlikely friends, ranging from local loves 
to Hollywood A-listers Zach Galifianakis and Renee Zellweger.

SHOWING ROOTS 
USA / 2015 / 90 mins
Directed by: Michael Wilson
Written by: Susan Batten
Principal Cast: Maggie Grace, Uzo Aduba, & Elizabeth McGovern
Language: English

Orange Is The New Black’s  Uzo Aduba  and  Taken 3  star  Maggie Grace  
will lead the cast of feature drama  Showing Roots , about a small South-
ern town in 1977 whose balance is turned upside down when the slavery 
miniseries Roots hits the airwaves. Aduba and Grace will play two denizens 

of a local beauty parlor who are inspired by the Alex Haley adaptation to integrate their community, 
only to see pent-up racial tensions erupt in the process.

SIN AND ILLY STILL ALIVE
German / 2014 / 70 mins
Directed & Written by: Maria Hengge
Produced by: Maria Hengge & Peter Roehsler
Principal Cast: Ceci Chuh, Cosima Ciupek, Ulrich Fassnacht,
                      Pascale Schiller, Angela Winkler
Language: German

Sin and Illy have a plan: on a Greek island they want to get ‘clean’ on their 
own. But the intention of the two girls fails already on the way to the airpor t. 
Finally Sin realizes she has to go the way out of heroin addiction all alone. 

SPEED SISTERS 
Iran / 2015 / 80 mins
Directed by: Amber Fares
Produced by:  Amber Fares, Avi Goldstein, & Jessica Devaney
Edited by:  Rabab Haj Yahya
Language: Arabic & English 

The Speed Sisters are the first all-woman race car driving team in the 
Middle East. Grabbing headlines and turning heads at improvised tracks 
across the West Bank, these five women have sped their way into the 
heart of the gritty, male-dominated Palestinian street car-racing scene. 

Weaving together their lives on and off the track, SPEED SISTERS takes you on a surprising journey 
into the drive to go further and faster than anyone thought you could.

THE SLEEPING TREE 
Bahrain, United Arab Emirates / 2014 / 87 mins
Directed by: Mohammed Rashed BuAli 
Written by: Fareed Ramadan
Principal Cast: Ibrahim Al-Hasawi, Dana Al Salem, & Samar Almeer
Language: English

Entrapped within a prison of his own making, a father’s outlook and rela-
tionship with reality is questioned... Neglecting both his wife and daughter, 
Jassim lives a separate life to his family within an atmosphere of foreboding. 
It is only during a chance convergence of circumstances in which he visits 
the legendary tree of life that Jassim begins to question his understandings.

UNINDIAN
Australia / 2015 / 102 mins
Directed & produced by: Anupam Sharma
Written by: Thushy Sathi
Produced by: Lisa Duff
Principal Cast: Tannishtha Chatterjee & Brett Lee
Language: English

Meera, a beautiful Australian woman of Indian origin, living in Sydney as 
a single mother, she follows her dreams, instead of that of her parents’. 
She falls in love with a man named Will, for Meera is not only scandalous,  
it’s UNindian.
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A BEAUTIFUL NOW 
USA / 2015 / 98 mins
Directed & written by: Daniela Amavia
Principal Cast: Abigail Spencer, Cheyenne Jackson, Collette Wolfe,
                     Sonja Kinski, Elena Satine, Patrick Heusinger, Hana Hayes,
                     Guy Burnet & John Patrick Amedori
Language: English

Five friends reunite for one night to save Romy, the woman at the center 
of their former circle. As the night progresses, they struggle with their past 
relationships, and truths are revealed as Romy, who has barricaded herself 
in th e bathroom, tries to put the pieces of her life back together. 

AFTER THE WEDDING 
USA / 2015 / 81 mins
Directed & written by: Claudia Cifuentes
Produced by: Claudia, Lisa, & Karina Cifuentes & Ric Von Maur
Principal Cast: Kandis Erickson, Edy Ganem, & Nick Puga
Language: English

AFTER THE WEDDING follows newlywed Diego Diaz as he heads down 
to Miami Beach for a few weeks to finish his latest novel, but when he  
becomes emotionally intimate with a sexy bartender, he and his wife are 
left to examine the true state of their young marriage.

BAD MOON RISING 
Japan / 2015 / 107 mins
Directed by: Hirotaka Asano
Principal Cast: Kôta Aoyagi & Minoru Fujioka
Language: Japanese

A Striking film that reaches the deep hidden side of human being.

EMPERICA 
USA / 2014 / 83 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Patrick Shanahan
Principal Cast: John Luke Lewis, Taylor Homes & Jessica Long 
Composer: David McConnell
Language: English

Empirica is a tale of estranged brothers, Duke and Wyatt. Duke,the older of 
the two, returns home from war to f ind his younger brother reliant on, and 
crippled by, prescription meds he’s been force fed. Duke takes Wyatt away 
from their childhood home, and they set out in Duke’s ‘57 Chevy on a cross 

country tear from North Carolina to California in search of a the American Dream...if it even still exists. 

NEW VISIONS 
Sponsored by JetBlue Airways

GOLDEN KINGDOM 
USA & Myramar / 2015 / 104 mins
Directed & written by: Brian Perkins
Principal Cast: Shine Htet Zaw, Ko Yin Saw Ri, Ko Yin Than Maung
                      & Ko Yin Maung Sein 
Language: Burmese

Story of four young monks left alone in their remote monastery in  
Myanmar. Shot entirely in newly-opened Myanmar with non-actors, the 
film bridges spirit, cinema, and traditional Burmese storytelling to open a 
view onto an unseen world.

JACKRABBIT
USA / 2015 / 100 mins
Directed by: Carleton Ranney
Written: Carleton Ranney & Destin Douglas
Produced by: Joe Stankus, Destin Douglas, & Rebecca Rose Perkins
Principal Cast: Josh Caras, Ian Christopher Noel, Joslyn Jensen, & Reed Birney
Language: English

When a friend’s suicide leaves behind a mysterious computer drive, a fringe 
hacker and accomplished computer technician come together to decipher 
the message left in his wake. Set in an oddly familiar future, Jackrabbit  

combines a lo-fi aesthetic with a science fiction narrative to create a story which functions as both a 
retro throwback and a forward-thinking indie drama.

JOHNNY WALKER 
Belgium / 2015 / 84 mins
Directed & written by: Kris De Meester
Produced by: Christine K. Walker, Tomas Leyers, Kris De Meester, 
                    & Koen Mortier
Principal Cast: Hank Botwinik, Mieke Daneels, Eric Godon, 
                      Christelle Cornil, Astrid Whettnall, & Udo Kier
Language: Dutch, English, & French 

A washed up Hollywood director is trapped in a remote castle by his 
own fears until the arrival of a mysterious woman offers him possible  

salvation. Inspired by Dostoevsky’s ‘Notes from the Underground’, Johnny Walker attempts to answer the  
burning question: Is living a long life vulgar, immoral or just plain bad manners?

SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE 
USA / 2015 / 89 mins
Directed & written by: Lanre Olabisi
Produced by: Lanre Olabisi & Gabriel Sedgwick
Principal cast: Cassandra Freeman
Language: English 

Four lovers collide into each others’ lives as one marriage morphs into 
several entangled affairs. Intertwining stories are retold from varying  
viewpoints leaving a love-crossed group to cope with attraction,  
obsession, and sexuality.
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SINGAPORE SLING 
Brazil & USA / 2015 / 73 mins
Directed by: Marcus Sigrist
Written by: Neto DePaula Pimenta
Produced by: Marcus Sigrist, Neto DePaula Pimenta, Juliana Mesquita,
                    & Jackson Oliveira 
Principal Cast: Cinthya Hussey, Neto DePaula Pimenta, & Angelica di Paula
Language: Portuguese (English Subtitles) 

Alexandra has finally agreed, after all these years, to take a road trip inner 
state in order to meet her fiancé’s family. But there is one condition: first 

they must pay a visit to her long lost friend - and once upon a time lover - Caio, and his so on-to-be wife. 

THE AMBASSADOR TO BERN
Hungary / 2014 / 76 mins
Directed by: Attila Szasz
Written by: Norbert Köbli
Principal Cast: János Kulka, Tamás Szabó Kimmel, & József Kádas 
Language: German & Hungarian

On August 16, 1958 two Hungarian immigrants break into the Hungarian 
embassy in Bern and take the ambassador hostage. As the Swiss police 
surrounds the building and a group of Hungarian immigrants shows up on 
the street to demonstrate, a tense, twist-filled hostage drama plays out 
behind the closed doors of the embassy. Based on a true story.

THE CENTER 
UK / 2015 / 71 mins
Directed & written by: Charlie Graik
Produced by: Jonathan Demme, Judd & Annie Einan, & Wendy Graik
Principal Cast: Matt Cici, Judd Einan, & Amanda Day 
Language: English

An intense, boldly cinematic new vision which focuses on a cult-like group 
and the vulnerable young man who becomes involved in their agenda.

BATTLEDREAM CHRONICLES 
Martinique / 2015 / 108 mins
Directed & written by: Alain Bidard
Produced by:  José R. Nerain
Principal Cast: Jacques Olivier Ensfelder, Yna Boulangé, Steffy Glissant, 
Célia Guitteaud, Rita Ravier, Josué Pade, Stefany de Chavigny, Youry Bémol 
Sarah Malléon, Chantal Sacarabany Perro, & Maxime Lelue
Language: French

In 2100, the empire of Mortemonde colonized almost all the nations of the 
Ear th and reduced their populations to slavery. Every slave is forced to  

collect 1000XP every month in Battledream, a video game where they can die for real. Only those who 
succeed are granted the right to live until the following month. Syanna, a young martinican slave, refuses 
to keep living in this condition and decides to f ight for her freedom.

BAZODEE 
Trinidad & Tobago / 2015 / 89 mins
Directed by: Todd Kessler
Written by: Claire Ince
Produced by: Ancil McKain, Claire Ince, & Steven Brown
Principal Cast: Kabir Bedi, Natalie Perera, Machel Montano, & Valmika Rampersad 
Language: English

The dutiful daughter of a deep-in-debt Indian businessman falls for a poor 
soca musician on the night of her engagement party to a wealthy suitor, and 
embarks on a clandestine romance in carnival time Trinidad, all the while trying 
to keep her dad’s dream alive.

CONGO BEAT THE DRUM
Israel & Jamaica / 2014 / 57 mins
Directed by: Ariel Tagar
Written by: Ariel Tagar  & Nissim Massas
Producer: Johnathan Doweck 
Language: English & Hebrew

Two musicians from Tel Aviv travel to Jamaica to record an album with  
forgotten reggae artists from the past. The film follows Ariel Tagar  
(Kalbata) and Uri Wertheim (Mixmonster), from their basement studio 
in Tel Aviv, all the way to the Kingston ghettos, looking for their favourite 

singers of days gone by. In Jamaica, they encounter a strange, often challenging culture while trying to 
achieve their goal. A unique musical journey into the forgotten corners of reggae of the seventies and 
eighties, and a rare glimpse into the smoky, dusty world of Rub-a-Dub and its past champions.

CARIBBEAN SPOTLIGHT 
Narratives & Documentary Films
Sponsored by Dermalogica
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DREADLOCKS STORY 
USA, France, India & Jamaica / 2014 / 83 mins
Directedn written & produced by: Linda Aïnouche
Language: French, Hindi, Jamaican Patois and English

An exploration of Rastafari culture, Dreadlocks Story examines the  
surprising spiritual links between Jamaican Rastas and Indian Sadhus. 
Dreadlocks, originally created in response to British colonial rule, are 
a vital form of self-expression born from a time of persecution. This 
never before seen perspective on the dreadlocked people of the Rasta  
movement honors the struggles and triumphs of a subjugated people.

EXUMA
Bahamas / 2015 / 84 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Colin Ruggiero
Principal Cast: Susanna Girolamo
Language: English

Prepare to hold your breath and dive into a thousand shades of blue  on 
an exploration of the Exuma Cays – a tiny string of pearls tucked away in 
the middle of the 3,000 other islands that make up the Bahamas. 

STONE SHACKS
Bahamas / 2015 / 46 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Tyrone Burrows
Principal Cast: Rossano Deal, Sania Johnson, Tyrone J Burrows, 
                      & Chigozie Idjeoma
Language: English 

The man only known as Bethel the typical villiage idiot is called upon 
to save the reputation and longevity of a multimillion dollar real estate  
company. Driven to the brink of bankruptcy due to a harsh economy, 
the Bahamian Real Estate agency known as Lucayan Houses look to 

their most talented yet unbelievably xenophobic agent Robert Babbington for answers. In a burst of  
inspiration Robert focuses his sights on the dimwitted but unnaturally street wise gas pump attendant 
Bethel seeking knowledge on the “Bahamian Layman.” Robert and his team learns a hilarious lesson 
about the track road over the hill less traveled.

TRAFFIKED 
Trinidad & Tobago / 2015 / 68 mins
Directed & written by: Sean Hodgkinson
Produced by: Sean Hodgkinson & Marcia Henville
Principal cast: Aaron N. Charles, Kia Rollock, Gyerlini Clarke,
                     & Brett Bengochea
Language: English & Spanish

George, Penny and Nadia are best of friends. While on vacation on an 
idyllic Caribbean island, they find themselves being seduced by a stranger’s 
wealth and charm. When the stranger’s true motives are revealed, the 
three friends realise that they are pawns in a deadly game.

VANISHING SAIL 
The Grenadines / 2015 / 88 mins
Directed & written by: Alexis andrews
Produced by: Justin Sihera
Executive Producer: Brian McNally
Music Composer: Torsten Stenzel
Language: English Subtitles

The Grenadines are a small group of islands in the Lesser Antilles where 
the traditions of boatbuilding were once crucial to the survival of local 
communities skimming a living from the sea. Hundreds of sailing vessels 

were once launched here, more than anywhere in the West Indies. 

Alwyn Enoe is one of the last boatbuilders practicing a trade passed down the generations from 
Scottish settlers in the 19th century. He is approaching his 70s and with no more orders coming in, he 
decides to build one last sailing sloop hoping that his sons will continue the trade.

Tel.  (242) 436-2393 •  info@phoenixatwork.com • www.phoenixatwork.com

We are proud to once again support the Bahamas International Film Festival

in it’s continuing endeavor to enrich the arts and culture of The Bahamas.

Contact us today to see how we can help you give voice to your vison as well.

GREAT things
      always start out         small...
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ANTI SOCIAL
United Kingdom / 2015 / 116 mins
Directed and written by: Reg Traviss
Principal Cast: Gregg Sulkin, Meghan Markle, & Josh Myers
Language: English

Central London, today; Dee is an anarchic street-artist confronting the 
system, Marcus is an armed robber on a jewellery store crime-wave. For 
the two brothers, being Anti-Social is a way of life. Bound by an unyielding 
family loyalty they relentlessly carve their respective paths - and Dee finds 
acceptance in London’s art-scene, while Marcus’ smash-and-grab heists 

amass him a small fortune and his aspirations escalate. But when an ultra-violent gangland war erupts, 
Dee is suddenly forced to remember who he is - as Police and rival criminals close-in on the family and 
Marcus’ gang defiantly prepare to take down the largest target of their careers.

ASPHALTE
France / 2015 / 100 mins
Directed & Written by: Samuel Benchetrit
Produced by: Julien Madon, Marie Savare, Ivan Taieb, & Stephane Cathelin
Principal Cast: Isabelle Huppert, Gustave Kervern, & Valeria Bruni 
Language: French (English Subtitles)

Macadam Stories  (French:  Asphalte ) is a 2015 French comedy-drama film 
written and directed by Samuel Benchetrit, and based on the first volume 
of Benchetrit’s autobiography Les Chroniques de l’Asphalte.

EVERY CHILD COUNTS
Bahamas & Canada / 2015 / 51 mins
Directed, Written & Produced by: Wendy Loten
Language: English

Our documentary, Every Child Counts, tells the inspiring and uplifting tale 
of a group of parents in a small island community who were faced with a 
bleak situation; other children bullied their learning-disabled children, and 
their teachers weren’t trained to deal with them. Most of the time, they 
were told their children should not come to school at all.

The film traces the humble origins of the school, named Every Child Counts, which began with just 
a handful of volunteers and concerned parents, to its present-day status as a beacon of hope to the 
nation and a shining example of what a school can be. The teachers, parents and students share their 
stories of struggles and success, and we see how the children have blossomed at the school, and how 
they have become ambassadors for changing attitudes in the community.

WORLD CINEMA 
Narratives & Documentary Films
Sponsored by CornerTrader

GORED 
USA, Spain / 2015 / 75 mins
Directed & Written by: Ido Mizrahy
Produced by: Ido Mizrahy & Geoffrey Gray
Language: Spanish 

Antonio Barrera is the most gored matador in modern bullfighting. After a 
career of hardship, he is forced to define his legacy in his final performance. 
Known as the “Most Gored Bullfighter in History,” Antonio Barrera has 
been stabbed 23 times by his horned adversary. Barrera may not be the 
most graceful bullfighter, but his unyielding fervor has carried him through 

each gore. Now with a wife and two children, his career poses a threat to his family’s stability and  
Barrera must grapple with saying goodbye to a passion he’s had his whole life. 

OMBRE
Bulgaria / 2014 / 104 mins
Directed by: Zachary Paunov
Written by: Emil Tonev
Produced by: Atanas Marinov
Principal Cast: Valeri Yordanov & Stefka Yanorova
Language: Bulgarian

Angel is a 30-year-old man from the city, well educated and intelligent, that 
couldn’t find the right direction in his life. For this reason he decides to flee 
abroad. To earn the money he need for putting in action his decision, he 
accepts to dispatch a big stake of dope from the city to a border market.

HYDRO 
USA / 2014 / 69 mins
Directed by: Rafa G. Sánchez & Xavi Tello
Written by: Rafa G. Sánchez
Produced by: Xavi Tello, Juanpe Gimeno & Rafa G Sanchez
Language: English

Two trips - the diver who came back home, and the turtle who goes to 
search for his father. An underwater non verbal film based on Homer’s 
Odyssey. A collaborative creative commons film.

JASMINE
Hong Kong, USA / 2015 / 80 mins
Directed and written by: Dax Phelan
Produced by: Stratton Leopold, Eric M. Klein, Jason Tobin, Jennifer Thym, 
Chris Chan Lee, Martin Strachan, Guy Livneh, & Dax Phelan
Principal Cast: Jason Tobin, Eugenia Yuan, Glen Chin, Sarah Lian 
                     & Byron Mann
Language: English

A year after his wife’s murder, once-successful Hong Kong businessman 
Leonard To is still reeling from the tragedy. Having lost his job, friends, and 

all sense of order in his life, Leonard becomes obsessed with a mysterious stranger he sees at his wife’s 
grave, believing him to be responsible for her death.
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LA EXTRANA 
Dominican Republic / 2015 / 93 mins
Directed by: César Rodríguez
Written by: Alejandro Andújar, Sergio Gobbi, & César Rodríguez
Produced by: Joan Giacinti , Leo Proaño, & Sergio Gobbi
Principal Cast: Evelyna Rodriguez, Frank Perozo, Yorlla Lina Castillo
Laura García Godoy, Crystal Jiménez Vicens, & Yelitza Lora
Language: Spanish

A depressed publisher decides to get a break and leaves town for long 
weekend to his private home in a luxury resort. Along the way, he 

meets an attractive woman who turns his life upside down. Is this his opportunity for happiness or the  
beginning of a tragedy?

LANDFILL HARMONIC 
USA / 2015 / 84 mins
Directed by: Brad Allgood & Graham Townsley
Produced by: Steven Beer & Juliana Penaranda-Loftus
Language: Spanish

Kids living in a slum built on a landfill in Paraguay create an orchestra 
made of trash, The Recycled Orchestra, and tour the world, finally realizing 
their wildest dream: to play with the heavy metal band, Megadeth.

LET’S DANCE TO THE RYTHMN
India / 2014 / 150 mins
Directed by: Bardroy Barretto
Written by: Bardroy Barretto, & Angelo Braganza,
Produced by: Goa Folklore Productions
Principal Cast: Vijay Maurya, Palomi Ghosh, Prince Jacob, John D’silva, 
Meenacshi Martins, Varsha Manikchand Shrivastav, & Blasco Andrade
Language: English

The bitter sweet relationship between a young singer and her musician 
mentor set against the backdrop of the jazz clubs of Bombay and the  
musicians from Goa during the 60s.

MEET PURSUIT DELANGE 
United Kingdom / 2014 / 109 mins
Directed & Written by: Howard Webster
Principal cast: Keyah Beckford, Stefan Booth, Peter Bowles
Language: English

Meet Pursuit Delange tells the story of three old school friends who 
are forced by circumstance to live together in genteel poverty in an old 
groundsman’s hut tacked onto the back of a ramshackle cricket pavilion.

NEW HORIZON IN CAMBODIA 
Cambodia / 2015 / 55 mins
Directed by: Isabella Astengo
Produced by: Loredana de Lama
Language: Khmer (English Subtitles)

New Cambodian is about the commitment of the Cambodian people 
to regain their lost identity and culture, which it is represented in its  
heyday from the Archeological Park of Angkor. Alongside the archaeological  
discoveries we look at everyday life in the villages remained unchanged 
over time, temples still hidden away in the jungle as “Beng Mealea”, to 

floating villages and the recent tragic history of genocide perpetrated 40 years ago to the intellectuals.

NORTH VS SOUTH 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 90 mins
Directed & Written by: Steven Nesbit
Produced by: Benjamin Foottit & Mark Foligno
Principal Cast: Steven Berkoff, Bernard Hill, Freema Agyeman, Greta  
Scacchi, Keith Allen, Charlotte Hope, Elliott Tittensor, Brad Moore 
Language: English 

Two star-crossed lovers navigate through all-out war between the North 
and South criminal underworlds.

REMITTANCE
Singapore, USA & Philippines / 2015 / 87 mins
Directed & written by: Patrick Daly & Joel Fendelman
Produced by: Walterhouse Bradford, Jennifer D’Angelo Kircher, Patrick 
Daly, Joel Fendelman, Frank Hall Green, & Prema Menon
Principal Cast: Paolo O’Hara, Angela Barotia, & Prem John
Language: English & Tagalog

Marie leaves behind her three children and husband in the Philippines to 
work as a maid in Singapore to provide for her family. Her days are spent 
cooking, cleaning and caring the family’s child – an exhausting schedule that 

is compounded by the chal-lenges of adjusting to a new environment and living away from her family. 

WEEPAH WAY FOR NOW SOUND 
USA / 2014 / 89 mins
Directed & Written by: Stephen Ringer
Produced by: Jonathan Bennett, Ryan Blair, & Michael Einziger
Principal Cast: Aly Michalka, AJ Michalka, & Mimi Rogers
Language: English

Two sisters, Elle and Joy, on the cusp of adulthood, spend their last 
week before embarking on their next music tour visiting friends 
and preparing for the going away party they intend to host. Their  
apprehensions about throwing the party are univers ally validated when 

their divorced mother and father as well as both of their ex-boyfriends converge on the party, leaving 
tragedy in the wake of what they had envisioned as a unifying celebration. In the aftermath of this fateful 
night, Elle and Joy are left with the sobering yet liberating truth that they can only rely on one another.
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WHEN VOICES MEET 
USA, South Africa / 2015 / 86 mins
Directed by: Nancy Sutton Smith 
Written by: Nancy Sutton Smith & Marilyn Cohen
Produced by: Marilyn Cohen & Nancy Sutton Smith
Principal Cast: Sharon Katz, John Kani, & Nonhlanhla Wanda 
Language: English

When Nelson Mandela was finally released from prison, courageous  
South African musicians broke through Apartheid’s barriers to form a 
500-voice, multiracial youth choir. Threatened with bombs and thwarted 

at every turn, they prevailed and railroaded across the country aboard The Peace Train. Singing their 
way into the hearts, minds and soul of a divided nation in the midst of a civil war, they promoted a 
peaceful transition to democracy and went on to become Mandela’s face of the new nation. When 
Voices Meet documents the trials, tribulations and triumphs of those musician activists and young choir 
members. They performed together for seven years; never lost touch with one another; and then re-
united 20 years later to tell their stories.

WHY DO YOU SMELL LIKE THE OCEAN 
USA / 2014 / 104 mins
Directed & Written by: Kevin Baggott
Produced by: Nina Kim
Principal Cast: Kevin Baggott, Danny Gilfeather, Vic Martino,
                       Ree Merrill, Reggie Street, Daviana Sebastian, Rafael Báez, 
                      Lester Greene, & Estelle Bajou
Language: English

“Why Do You Smell Like The Ocean?” tells the story of a New York City 
homicide detective’s fall from grace after working 20 years on the streets  

                                         of New York City.

	 	 	   THE LANDING
                                  Historic Inn & Restaurant 

	 	 	 	     Harbour Island, Bahamas
 	 	 	 	      www.harbourisland.com
	 	         thelanding@coralwave.com 242-333-2707
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Dependent’s Day 
USA / 2015 / 88 mins
Directed by: Michael David Lynch
Written by: Michael David Lynch, Josh Staman, Jason Smith, & Joe Burke
Produced by: Oliver DeFillippo, Michael D. Lynch & Shant Hamassian
Principal Cast: Joe Burke, Benita Robledo, & Shannon Lucio
Language: English 

A film about measuring up. After realizing his girlfriend is the  
breadwinner of their relationship, Cam is on a mission to prove he can also 
be a breadwinner and he is THE MAN. But he will be struggling from job 

to job, where women are in charge. Can Cam prove he can provide and not be dependent?

DRIVING WHILE BLACK 
USA / 2015 / 95 mins
Directed by: Paul Sapiano
Written by: Paul Sapiano and Dominique Purdy
Produced by: DJay Brawner, Patrick DiCesare & Charles Berg
Principal Cast: Dominique Purdy
Language: English 

A comedy about the extra layer of police hassle that the young black man 
faces while driving. Dimitri delivers pizzas for a living, but he is offered a 
job driving a Hollywood tour bus - this film explores, with love, the black 
experience in everyday interactions with the police.

IT HAD TO BE YOU 
USA / 2015 / 85 mins
Directed by: Sasha Gordon
Written by: Sasha Gordon & Levi Abrino
Produced by: Richard Arlook, Rachel Brenna, Chris Columbus
                    Benjamin Kruger & Alexandra Vivas
Principal Cast: Cristin Milioti, Dan Soder, Halley Feiffer, Kate Simses
                      Erica Sweany & Mark Gessner
Language: English 

Sonia is a neurotic jingle writer who’s always dreamt of a big and  
exciting life. Surprised by a sudden proposal and subsequent ultimatum from her easy-going boyfriend,  
Chris, Sonia has to decide whether she’ll join the ranks of her married friends o r take a leap and pursue 
her fantasies. 

COMEDY 
Spotlight

THE FUNERAL GUEST 
USA / 2015 / 90 mins
Directed by: Matthew Kohnen
Written by: Matthew & Sean Kohnen
Principal Cast: Julianna Robinson, Nick Eyde, Sugar Lyn Beard, 
Alicia Minshew, Matt Eyde, Constance Brenneman & Jonathan Roumie
Language: English 

A lonely girl seeks connection by crashing other people’s funerals. When 
she’s mistaken for the long-estranged sister of a dead woman, she goes 
along with the mistake in order to get close to the girl’s family.

THE RIGHT JUICE 
England, Portugal / 2014 / 92 mins
Directed by: Kristjan Knigge
Written by: Kristjan Knigge & David Butler-Cole
Produced by: BJ Boulter & Chris Parker
Principal Cast: Mark Killeen, Lúcia Moniz, Miguel Damião, Ellie Chidzey 
                      & Beau McClellan
Language: English & Portugese

If life gives you oranges, make The Right Juice. The film is a comedic drama 
about a 40-something ex-banker who moves from London to the Algarve 

in southern Portugal to re-invent himself as an orange farmer. Through his quest to find water for his 
trees, save his marriage and make peace with his past he discovers that simply changing the venue 
and his career doesn’t deliver the life changes he expects. In the words of one of the mentors he meets 
along the way: “Sometimes a man need not change what he does, but why he does it.”
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$2 PESOS  
Canada / 2014 / 6 mins
Directed and written by: A. Cristina Martínez Pérez
Produced by: A. Cristina Martínez Pérez, Ian Walker, Iván Solorio 
                    Paige Mader, & Andrea De La Paz
Principal Cast: Xiomara Lopez, Gigi Saul Guerrero 
                      & David González Zorrilla 
Language: Spanish

Beatriz and Verónica, two women from different sides of the track, find a 
connection between them over a stressful and violent situation.

A PRIVATE MATTER 
Australia / 2014 / 30 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Kate Halpin
Principal Cast: Giselle Van Der Wiel, Bianca Bradey, Cain Thompson
                      & Norah George
Language: English
 
A reserved, young woman burdened with a weighty secret, returns to her 
rural hometown accompanied by her outgoing partner in order to spend 
the weekend with her conservative family, with disastrous consequences.

AGAINST NIGHT 
Russia / 2015 / 28 mins
Directed and written by: Stefan Kubicki
Produced by: Saba Zeheri
Principal Cast: Konstantin Lavysh, Elena Caruso, Gleb Kaminer 
                      & Eve Korchkov
Language: Russian

Set in the 1960s, a crash landing in Mongolia forces a cosmonaut to  
confront the loss of his wife and young daughter years earlier.

ALL CATS ARE PINK IN THE DARK 
France / 2014 / 20 mins
Directed by: Guillaume Renusson
Written by: T
Produced by: Benjamin Bonnet & Emmanuel Wahl
Principal Cast: Roxane Duran, Loïc Corbery, & Agathe Bodin
Language: French (English Subtitles)

17 year old Alice doesn’t feel comfortable with her body. As she gets ready 
for an internship interview the next day, her mother makes her change 
her baggy clothes for a tight-fitting skirt suit. Alice can’t take anymore and 
storms out of her house to get some air. That’s when she meets Lola...

SHORT FILMS 
Governors Harbour Shorties

APRIL FOOLS 
Israel / 2014 / 26 mins
Directed & produced by: Yonatan Dekel
Principal Cast: Leah Gelfenstein, Jonathan Dekel
Language: Hebrew (English Subtitles)

An old tape reveals a practical joke that went terribly wrong. The  
revelation leads to an unexpected search – not only for the prankster, but 
for the filmmaker himself.

BILLY THE KID 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 15 mins
Directed & written by: Sam Johnson
Produced by:  Sam Johnson, David Wade, & Simon West
Principal Cast: John Bell & Johnny Palmiero
Language: English

Fitting in to a new school can be hard, particularly when you were bullied out of 
the last one for living your life as a cowboy. But then 15-year-old Billy is joining a 
place that, though it doesn’t know it yet, is in need of a hero - a lasso wielding, 
John Wayne quoting, bubblegum chewing hero.

BIRTHDAY 
USA / 2014 / 13 mins
Directed, written & Produced by: Chris King
Principal cast: Mandy Moody & Chris Gouchoe
Language: English

When a young military wife gets news that her Marine husband has been 
severely wounded in combat, she discovers that life ahead for them is going 
to be a difficult and yet amazing journey.

CATATONICO 
USA, Brazil / 2015 / 19 mins
Directed & written by: Francis Ceschin
Produced by: Patricia Corby & Joseph Healey
Principal Cast: Jessica Klantayque, Sarney Jamesoli, 
                     Vitor Apolinario Silva & Maristela Cardoso Freitas
Language: Por tuguese (English Subtitles)

In this Brazilian Dark Comedy, farm-owner Maria Zuba struggles to wel-
come her partner’s ex-husband into her household after a horse-riding 
accident turns him catatonic... but she suspects that he is faking it.
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CENTRAL MARKET 
Bahrain / 2014 / 10 mins
Directed, written, & produced by: Saleh Nass
Principal Cast: Abdulla Hassan Ali
Language: Arabic

A boy works his afternoons at the local fruit and vegetable market carrying 
groceries & delivering produce. He’s always searching for a quick buck to be 
made. An opportunity arises to make some ‘serious cash’ by trying to milk a 
small goat at a nearby pen.

CHERRY CAKE 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 14 mins
Directed & Written by: Jaine Green
Produced by: Colin Gerrard, Jaine Green, & Ramsey McBean
Principal Cast: Eve Pearce & Matthew Kelly 
Language: English

Starring Olivier-award winning actor Matthew Kelly (Of Mice and Men, 
Stars in Their Eyes, You Bet!) and West End veteran Eve Pearce (Mike Leigh’s 
Topsy-Turvy, Les liaisons dangereuses), Cherry Cake is a quintessentially Eng-
lish shor t f ilm. Set in the hear t of rural England this wry f ilm takes a peek 

over the garden gate of a picture perfect country cottage into a brief moment in the life of angelic 86-
year old Ingrid. Whatever your reaction to this surprising and quirky f ilm, you will never look at your 
grandmother in the same light again.

CLAY OF INDIGO 
China / 2015 / 28 mins
Directed by: Zeyu Xu
Written by: Yanhui Hu
Produced by: Wei Zhang
Principal Cast: Max King, Qi Wang, Zimuo Zhu, Yichun Zhang, Yunbo Gan 
                      Jie Wang, Fangwu Luo, & Zaiying Liu
Language: Chinese & English

In a remote town of Southern China, a young local ceramic ar t-
ist accidentally falls into a dilemma between the strange affection 

for an American Journalist and the cultural discrimination from his grandmother and other 
elders who live in this town.

DAD’S PHOTO
Puerto Rico / 2015 / 10 mins
Directed, written by: David Norris
Principal Cast: Maria Coral Otero Soto, Diego de la Texera, 
Georgina Borri, Mariana Monclova, Israel Lugo, & Ian Daryk Ramos
Language: Spanish (English Subtitles)

Dad’s photo is a romantic drama about Margarita, a woman who is in love 
with Mateo, her first love and only boyfriend. Mateo disappeared when 
they were both 18 years old. Forty-five years later, Mateo returns to the 
neighborhood, but isn’t exactly looking for Margarita.

DEAR HARLEY 
USA / 2014 / 12 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Victoria Van Winkle & Kerim Duran
Principal cast: Victoria Van Winkle
Language: English

In the wake of her best friend’s suicide, a young woman recounts the grief 
she’s experienced over the past year. She too has considered suicide, and 
struggles with the belief that because of the similarities between herself 
and her friend, she might also give up on this life.

ELECTION NIGHT 
USA / 2014 / 12 mins
Directed by: Tessa Blake 
Written by: Tessa Blake & Ian Williams
Produced by: Catherine Dent & Grace Santos
Principal Cast: Noel Arthur, Gretchen Dickason, Peri Gilpin, Aedra Ho,
Cole Jensen, Jake Johannsen, Melissa Tang, Mariela Tica & Caitlin Zambito
Language: English

A politician’s family waits in the green room on election eve - will the 
speech be a celebration or a concession? The last 350 votes have yet to 

come in, and the nerves rattle the family into a comic whirlwind of wild theories, long-held secrets, and 
a revelation that nobody saw coming.

FLOWERS 
United Kingdom / 2014 / 8 mins
Directed & written by: Sabina Sattar
Produced by: Sabina Sattar & Monika Kocian
Language: English

A Young Man falls in love with a Young Woman who callously rejects his 
babbling invitation to go out with him until he realises that she is in fact 
deaf and mute. Undaunted, the Young Man creatively comes up with a 
way to communicate his feelings and so win his fair lady’s heart...

GROUNDED 
France / 2014 / 18 mins
Directed & written by: Alexis Michalik
Produced by: Antoine Le Carpentier & Gael Cabouat
Principal Cast: Evelyne El Garby Klei, Stephanie Caillol, Cyril Guei, 
                      & Anne Loiret
Language: French 

Évelyne must go to London for the burial of her mother. At the airpor t it 
is impossible to f ind the papers for her baby, impossible to go any fur ther. 
With the help of Stéphanie, a young stewardess, Évelyne is going to dispute 
the wheels of government and, maybe, take off in time.
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HAPPY HOUR 
USA / 2015 / 15 mins
Directed by: Martin Rodahl
Written by: Martin Rodahl & Jim Thompson
Produced by: Jason Chiu, Martin Rodahl, Oryna Schiffman & Jim Thompson
Principal Cast: Barret Walz, Ryan Silver & Michael Goldberg
Language: English

Ed Hope had to f ire f ifteen people today. He leaves work to commiserate 
with his friend, Roger. At the hideaway bar, Ed recalls an almost forgotten 
incident from his childhood, and in telling it reveals larger ideas of pain and loss 
that have shaped his entire life.

HE AND SHE (ER UND SIE) 
Germany / 2015 / 15 mins
Directed & written by: Marco Gadge 
Produced by: Mike Brandin & Marco Gadge
Principal Cast: Monika Lennartz, Josef Heynert, Milena Dreißig 
                      & Francis Fulton-Smith 
Language: German

Thomas is on his way to a life that includes only himself and his girlfriend… but 
when she breaks up with him, the dream goes up in smoke. Then he meets 
Annemarie at a lonely rest stop. As he tells the quirky old woman about his 

failed relationship, he comes to realize that, whatever happens, however dark and horrible things seem, there 
are always reasons to jump into life with both feet.

HIM UPSTAIRS 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 11 mins
Directed & written by: Neil Mooney & Sonya Quayle
Produced by: Zoe Guilford & Jane Glasson
Principal Cast: Gwen Taylor, Ricky Tomlinson, Michelle Butterly, 
                      & Kieron Richardson
Language: English

Him Upstairs is a character-led short film that gives us a window into 
the colourful world of Liverpool fortune-teller, Margaret Conroy and her  
husband Frank.

I FOLLOW YOU 
Sweden / 2015 / 3 mins
Directed & written by: Jonatan Etzler 
Produced by: Jonatan Etzler, Nathalie Álvarez Mesén
Principal Cast: Madeleine Martin, Kristoffer Berglund
Language: Swedish (English Subtitles)

Anna bumps into Jesper on the morning train. She’s never seen him before, 
but it turns out he knows everything about her. A short film about social 
media and surveillance in postmodern society.

INDEPENDENCE
United Kingdom / 2015 / 19 mins
Directed and written by: Michael McCormick
Language: English 

A social drama, set in the present day, Independence follows Jake, a drifting 
teenager, with no ambition or purpose in life. After stealing money from his 
mother, he is kicked out of the house, leaving him responsible for himself.

LASHES 
United Kingdom / 2014 / 20 mins
Directed by: Christine Sherwood
Written by: Christine Sherwood-Script, Andrew Lloyd-Jones (Orig. Story)
Produced by: Christine Sherwood 
Principal Cast: Charlie Lewington, Jack Brett Anderson, Scarlett Byrne,
                       & Charlie Clarke
Language: English

‘Lashes,’ adapted from the short story ‘Feathers and Cigarettes,’ by  
Andrew Lloyd-Jones follows 16 year old Ashley this one day where her true 

authentic self collides with whom she’s been trying to be. A cheating boyfriend and a deceiving new 
friend makes her realise the world she has been trying to fit into isn’t everything she had hoped and 
lashes out.

LULU 
USA / 2014 / 11 mins
Directed by: Shawn Snyder
Language: English

Garret, a hapless musician, meets a high-strung paralegal who invites him 
back to her apartment where she introduces him to the rescue dog she’s 
looking after for a week, and it could just turn out that Garret is in need 
of rescuing…

LYSTOPAD 
Ukraine / 2014 / 21 mins
Directed by: Masha Kondakova
Written by: Marysia Nikitiuk, & Masha Kondakova
Principal Cast: AndriyTitov, BorisGeorgievskyi, UlianaDanyliuk , 
                      VolodymyrBeliayev, & OksanaIlnytska
Language: English

A lonely 40 year old woman meets a man in the wood near the building 
where she works as a caretaker. They spend the night together. Early in 
the morning the police arrive at her flat. They just found a dead body in 
the woods.
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MOKPO 65 KM 
China & South Korea / 2015 / 24 mins
Directed & written by: Jianan Fan
Principal Cast: Junyoung Moon, Minjun Kwak, & Zhiyuan Li
Language: Korean

This short story is based on the accident of the sink of ‘SEWOL’ ship, it 
narrates to the readers the story of two men’s journey from Ansan City 
to Mokpo City, one man is an idle truck driver, the other is the ‘SEWOL’ 
shipwreck victim’s father.

MORE THAN GOD 
Ireland / 2015 / 9 mins
Directed and written by: Kev Cahill
Produced by: Ali Coffey & Sorcha O’Beirne
Principal Cast: Brian Fortune, Marie Ruane, Lorna Larkin, 
                      Donncha Crowley & Ally Ní Chiaráin  
Language: Irish (English Subtitles)

A pious Doctor is forced to deal with a family matter whilst hiding under 
the bed of a stranger.

PHOSPHENES 
Mexico / 2015 / 10 mins
Directed & written by: Frida Harari Sitton 
Produced by: Alex Balassa & Mao Escobar
Principal Cast: Liz Gallardo & Mauricio Ochmann
Language: Spanish

A famous plastic artist, is uninspired, amid an existential crisis. Through 
a journey inside of him, he will envolve in a parallel world full of art,  
imagination and sensuality, to finally achieve a new work of art or just  
an illusion.

PONY
USA / 2014 / 31 mins
Directed & written by: Candice Carella
Produced by: Candice Carella, Samuel Bayer, Xander Berkeley, 
                    & MaryAnn Tanedo
Principal Cast: Xander Berkeley, Miko Nakano, & Suzy Nakamura 
Language: English

CLAUDIA, a hardworking single mom, has to go out of town on an impor-
tant last minute business trip, forcing her to leave her 5 year old daughter 
MIKO with uncle JEFF, a rock musician in his 50’s who is still running on 

fumes of his glory days. Spending the weekend looking after a spirited 5 year old, Jeff must suspend his 
delusions of grandeur and face reality. Miko is the catalyst for him to re-evaluate his life and re-connect 
with the inspiration that originally led him to music and he is able to gently guide her to a nascent 
understanding of life’s vicissitudes.

RABIE CHETWY (WINTERY SPRING)
Iran / 2015 / 15 mins
Directed by: Mohamed Kamel
Written by: Tamer Abdul-Hamid & Mohamed Kamel
Produced by: Mohamed Kamel
Principal Cast: Ahmed Kamal & Eman Moustafa
Language: Farsi (English Subtitles)

Every change in our reality has its own impact on our lives, can we  
understand it and accept it or collide with it? Nour is a schoolgirl lives alone 
with her father, and she is going through a very critical period in her life, as 

suddenly she becomes a woman, and she cannot reveal it to her father and kept it as her own secret,so 
her father cannot understand this change that occurred in her life, which results in tension between them.

RECIPROCITY 
New Caledonia / 2015 / 7 mins
Directed & written by: Ludovic Hutier
Principal Cast: Marcela Pizarro Minella & Stéphane Piochaud
Language: French (English Subtitles)

The President is about to revolutionise the French judicial system by autho-
rizing the deployment of the Reciprocity programme. But what is her real 
motive to make such a decision?

RUBY ROBINSON 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 24 mins
Directed by: Matt Lipsey
Written by: Mike Wozniak
Produced by: King Bert Productions
Principal Cast: Kim Cattrall, Mike Wozniak, Cariad Lloyd, Charlotte  
Glenister, Tiago Fonseca, Silvia Fratelli, Tom Gaskin, Daniel Goncalves,  
Lucien MacDougall, Alcina Mendes, & Colette Orler
Language: English

Ruby Robinson lives in a remote, dilapidated old house with a troupe of 
unusual helpers that she has come to take for granted. She yearns for the company of her family but 
a visit from them spells trouble for Ruby, who comes to learn t o appreciate that the people who truly 
love her are right under her nose.

RUNAWAY 
Germany / 2014 / 25 mins 
Directed by: Annette Assmy
Language: German (English Subtitles)

Two girls are fighting for a self-determined life. A film about an unusual 
friendship and about the courage to take risks for others. The 15 year old 
Tanja run away from the girĺ s house in pursuit of the  last keepsake of her 
dead mother. During her chase, her path is  crossing with the turkish girl 
Amira. Both are in a difficult life situation  and they make a dangerous deal. 
Can they free themselves?
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SCRABBLE 
Switzerland / 2014 / 12 mins
Directed & written by: Cristian Sulser
Produced by: Björn Härtel
Principal Cast: Nikola Weisse & Albert Tanner
Language: German

Relationships are peculiar. On the one hand, we all pursue The One – the 
only person who, once found, seems to fulfil us. But what happens after 
years, when love becomes routine, our interest wanes and boredom sets in? 
The traditional relationship, the fear of something new, demands we turn a 

blind eye to this aspect of what relationships become. Theo and Barbara, an old couple, are stuck in this 
rut; they have nothing more to say to each other. Week after week, Barbara sets up the game of Scrabble 
in front of Theo. Wordlessly, endlessly trapped in the same pattern, the martyrdom begins again...

SHIPWRECKED UNDER WASTED TABLES 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 22 mins
Directed by: Sean Kiely
Language: English

Shipwrecked Under Wasted Tables is an experimental film that explores 
joy through the perspectives of a trumpet, a table, and two teacups, with 
the aid of animation over 16mm film.

SIMON 
USA / 2015 / 12 mins
Directed & written by: Camille de Galbert
Produced by: LightHouse Films, LLC
Principal Cast: Simon Courchel
Language: English

A man prepares for his final entry onto the grand stage, only to be  
confronted by his inner self. SIMON is a genre-crossing, dizzying dive; an 
inside-outside passage through dance. Passage from the imaginary to the 
reality, from childhood to adulthood. No one is more alone than the actor 

who enters the stage. No one is more alone than the child who’s about to join adulthood. And when 
the imaginary joins reality, the figure of childhood explodes.

SOPHIE 
Hong Kong, Singapore & USA / 2015 / 13 mins
Directed by: Alle Hsu
Written by: Alexandra Hsu & Dominique Holmes
Produced by: Alexandra Hsu & Malay Prakash 
Principal Cast: Charlotte Nam Nam Cheung, Alannah Ong, & Siu Man Ko
Language: Chinese (English Subtitles)

Set in Kowloon, Hong Kong, 8-year-old, Sophie Cheung is abandoned by 
her mother, and forced to live and connect with her grandmother.

STILTEGEBIED (RESTING PLACE) 
Holland / 2014 / 10 mins
Directed by: Kristjan Knigge
Written by: Yvo Bronsvoort & Marie Phillips
Produced by: Hansje Rol
Principal Cast: Pauline Greidanus, Marijtje Rutgers & Sytse Faber
Language: Dutch (English Subtitles)

A terrible accident has left former dancer Julia paralysed and confined to a 
wheelchair. What could be nicer than being taken for a gentle walk in the 
woods by a caring friend? 

TALGAR THE HUNTER 
United Kingdom / 2015 / 13 mins
Directed by: Charlie Crane 
Written by: Charlie Crane  & Max Barron
Produced by: Archie Hollway & Annabel Kennedy
Principal Cast: Talgar Shaibyrov & Sary-Ata  
Language: English

Talgar the Hunter is a beautiful, peaceful and moving short film about loss 
and reconciliation. Part documentary, part fable. Talgar takes a journey 
through kyrgyzstan’s bleak landscape to heal his closest companion Tu-

mara the Golden Eagle. There is only one man alive that can bring inner peace back to this quiet hero.

TERRA INCOGNITA 
Brasil / 2015 / 16 mins
Directed by: Bruno Mello 
Written by: Bruno Mello & Ana Carolina Lopes
Principal Cast:  Giselle Batista, Gabriel Vaz, & Cris Larin
Language: Portuguese (English Subtitles)

An unusually cold winter in Rio de Janeiro. Laila is an art student and  
gallery worker. Socially unstable, she tends to avoid crowds and unknown 
people. During a new exhibition opening, she receives an unsettling  
invitation by her college friend Adriano. That act is the start of a journey 
to unknown lands and feelings.

THE BOOK OF NED 
USA / 2015 / 17 mins
Directed & written by: Judah-Lev Dickstein
Produced by: Caroline Marie Taylor, Co-Producer Justin Liberman, 
                    Associate Producer Maile Hetherington
Principal Cast: Steven Ogg, Kenneth De Abrew, Sean Weil,
                      & Debra Ruth Zane  
Language: English

Ned Knickerbocker, Master of Avoiding Confrontation, has finally found 
peace from the tireless office bully, Kenny. Deep in  the bowels of his  

office building sits an abandoned handicapped bathroom which, as far as Ned is aware, only he knows 
about, and is providing him with the perfect place to take a breather. This calm is violently shattered 
when Ned begins finding smudges of poop on the toilet, a crude message left by whoever else knows 
about the place.
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THE BRAVEST, THE BOLDEST 
USA / 2014 / 17 mins
Directed by: Moon Molson
Written by: Eric Fallen & Moon Molson
Produced by: Pelin Uzay 
Principal Cast: Carlo Alban, Sameerah Luqmaan-Harris & Hisham Tawfiq
Language: English

A young mother in a Harlem housing project realizes the arrival of two 
uniformed soldiers brings news she can’t bring herself to accept.

THE DADDY (ANG TATAY)
Philippeans / 2015 / 7 mins
Directed & written by: Hernando Bansuelo
Principal Cast: Hernando Bansuelo
Language: Tagalog (English Subtitles)

THE DADDY (ANG TATAY) is my most deeply autobiographical film. I 
have met my father only 5 times in my 30 years. So when he called me out 
of the blue and asked me if I would like to meet the 12 year old half-sister 
I never knew I had, half-way across the world...I said yes. And the journey 
changed my life completely. The result is this film.

THE ENGLISH TEACHER
Cuba / 2014 / 15 mins
Directed & written by: Alán González
Produced by: Alan Gonzalez & Indira Magaz
Principal Cast: Coralia Veloz, Hector Echemendia & Roque Moreno
Language: Spanish (English Subtitles)

Sonia, a former English teacher, who at 65 feels the urge to kill her  
husband, terminally ill, to resume her life or perhaps start from scratch.

THE KITES WITHOUT WIND
Iran / 2014 / 16 mins
Directed by: Salem Salavati
Language: Farsi (English Subtitles)

For Family reasons, they seek to reach the border at midnight to avoid  
illegal removal and risk difficult path in their way. The children accompany 
their parents to be free.

THE RUN 
Germany / 2014 / 25 mins
Directed & written by: Stefan Najib
Produced by: Elaine & Tommy Niessner, & Hochschule der Medien Stuttgart (HdM)
Principal Cast: Dominic Raacke, Dennis Mojen. & Tim-Oliver Schultz
Language: German

Martin is a teacher at a local high school. He thinks of himself as a good 
educator, but his own son begins to rebel against him. One day both 
drive to school together and get into a bad row over Bastian going on a  
camping vacation with his buddies. Soon after, Bastian’s classmate Tom 

starts to shoot people in their school. Martin can stop the killing by volunteering to drive an escape car 
for Tom. During the escape, a harsh psychological duel begins between the teacher and the crazed student.

THE UNIVERSE IN US 
Germany / 2015 / 29 mins
Directed by: Lisa Krane
Produced by: Academy of Media Arts Cologne // 
                    Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln
Principal Cast: Lore Richter, Hannes Wegener, Markus Klauk, 
                      Dagmar Operskalsky, & Michael Maurissens
Language: German and English (with English Subtitles)

A strange biological malformation is detected inside the body of young 
dancer Li - a second, fully developed heart has grown in her chest. Doctors 

are mystified. Their search for possible causes remains inconclusive. While specialists encroach upon 
her body trying to examine the smallest molecule, Li refuses to see her condition as a “defect”.

THE WALK 
USA / 2014 / 14 mins
Directed & written by: Alonso Alvarez Barreda
Produced by: Effie T. Brown
Principal Cast: Max Arciniega, Ciro Suárez, Adolfo Alvarez, & Alonso Alvarez
Language: English & Spanish

In the harshness of the Arizona desert a Mexican man and his son  
are faced with a major crisis of conscience as they try to cross the  
border illegally.

THE WAY OF TEA 
France / 2014 / 21 mins
Directed & written by: Marc Fouchard 
Produced by: Matthieu Devillers
Principal Cast: Hassam Ghancy, Léon Garel, Frédéric Boismeaureau, 
                      Vincent Haquin, & Mehdi Fettah
Language: French

A small town in Northern France, Alex, a young skinhead, enters in a  
grocery store run by Malik.
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THIS IS NOT WHAT YOU HAD PLANNED 
Canada / 2015 / 25 mins
Directed, written & by: Christopher Warre Smets
Produced by: Gregory Nihon, Elizabeth Whitmere, Juan Montalvo
                    & Christopher Warre Smets
Principal Cast: Jefferson Brown, Kristian Bruun, Natalie Lisinska 
                      & Elizabeth Whitmere
Language: English

An old movie theatre and an upscale apartment become the combat 
zones for a battle of wills between two couples, one meeting for the first 
time, and the other for what might be the last.

TRACKS 
USA / 2014 / 18 mins
Directed by: Logan Sandler
Written by: Logan Sandler & Carly Stone
Principal Cast: Keith Stanfield
Language: English

An amateur skateboarder is left to care for his girlfriend’s young daughter 
on the day of a championship tournament.

A FILMMAKER’S ODYSSEY 
USA & Jamaica / 2015 / 27 mins
Directed by: David Garonzik & Arthur Gorson
Written by: Arthur Gorson
Principal Cast: Perry Henzell, Carl Bradshaw, & Countryman 
Language: English 

Perry Henzell: A Filmmaker’s Odyssey tells the inspiring story of the  
re-discovery and completion of ‘No Place Like Home’ - the late great Perry 
Henzell’s follow-up to his Jamaican classic ‘The Harder They Come.’ Lost 
and abandoned for almost 30 years, a projectionist’s unrelenting search 
leads to a hidden treasure trove of film negative.

BLAME 
USA / 2014 / 15 mins
Directed & written by: Kellee Terrell 
Principal Cast: Jerod Haynes, Kristin Anderson, Javoun Baker, & Flavia Borges 
Language: English 

Haunted by a dead rape victim, a young father must decide to either turn 
his only son into the police or delete the only evidence of the attack.

DAD IN MUM 
France / 2014 / 6 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Fabrice Bracq
Principal Cast: Philippe Brelot, Elea Masina-Janot, & Mathilde Mallah
Language: French 

The middle of the night. Moans are heard behind the parents’ door. Two 
young sisters are asking questions...

END & ETERNITY 
USA / 2015 / 3 mins
Directed & written by: Yoomi Kim
Language: English 

If we live without any purpose, reward or meaning, time flows  
mechanically. Meaningless life is not worth continuing. Purposeless life leads 
human existence to a point of being a mechanical clock. It is needless to 
say one must live a worthwhile and meaningful life. Unlike a machine, a 
man should leave behind fruitful jobs and worthwhile accomplishments. A 
clock symbolizes a machine-like human. Life is precious. It should be spent 

to make a man who can and is willing to contribute to the world. A man’s name is left behind after his 
death. In other words, he should lead a life of worth.

SHORT FILMS 
(out of competition)

Governors Harbour
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FAMILY MART 
India / 2015 / 12 mins
Directed & written by: Jayaprakash Koroth
Principal Cast: Lenoj Chungath & Shweta Gupta
Language: Hindi 

A tale of consumerism, love, hate and revenge. An urban family tries to  
explore a consumer market to buy love and  happiness in a world  
conquered by materialistic culture. 

GO FISH 
Poland / 2015 / 35 mins
Directed, written & produce by: Patrycjusz Kostyszyn & Katarzyna Samson
Principal Cast: Julita Olszewska, Alicja Boratyn, & Marek Serafin
Language: Polish 

Alicja is a talented young journalist and her best friend Zosia is about to 
graduate in architecture. When both girls’ life plans suddenly collapse, they 
decide to bring the responsible to justice. However playing revenge goes 
out of their hands and takes them places that they never wanted to be. 
The film tells about powerlessness, mechanisms of power and the value of 
true friendship.

HUM 
USA / 2015 / 8 mins
Directed & written by: Tom Teller
Produced by: Tom Teller & Logan Day
Principal Cast: Adam Della Maggiora, Brodin Plett & Jackie! Zhou
Language: English 

A solitary dish washing robot living out his life in the back room of a  
restaurant is enlightened to the world that exists beyond his four walls, 
with the help of a small friend he breaks free of confinement to pursue his 
dream of exploration.

ISLAND DREAMS 
The Bahamas / 2015 / 8 mins
Directed by: Toby Wosskow 
Written & produced by: Toby Wosskow & Dean Jacobs
Language: English 

A short documentary about a rag-tag group of soccer players who  
became the first team to represent the Bahamas on an international stage.

JASPER 
United Kingdom / 2014 / 11 mins
Directed & written by: Dean Leon Anderson
Produced by: Dean Leon Anderson & Shereen Billings
Principal Cast: Kevin Golding, Brianna Wilson, & Scherrikar Bell 
Language: English 

Jasper is a Drama about a troubled father’s attempt to save his ailing  
relationship with his two young daughters.

JIM & HELEN FOREVER 
USA / 2015 / 16 mins
Directed by: Jesse Zwick
Written by: Jed Rapp Goldstein & Sam Ritzenberg
Principal Cast: Lucas Neff, Caitlin Fitzgerald, Echo Kellum, Katy Stoll,  
Josh Brener, Steve Voldseth, Sarah Lilly, Alina Bock, Sabrina Revelle,  
Jeremy Mascia & Jeff Perry
Language: English 

David’s on a time crunch to make a decision about marriage, so he seeks 
the guidance from his brother Aaron and best friend Pete, who end up 
leading him on a disastrous search for a suitable engagement ring.

KEEPING COUNTRY 
Australia/ 2015 / 46 mins
Directed by: Andrew Quinn
Written by: Owen Bissell, Andrew Quinn
Produced by: Thomas McMurray, Brandon White, Andrew Quinn
                   & Owen Bissell
Language: English 

A 40,000 year old human heritage in Western Australia is threatened by 
development. Five people explore indigenous beliefs and their connection 
with a remote region the size of California, called the Kimberley.

MARATHON 
USA / 2015 / 14 mins
Directed & written by: Lauren Smitelli 
Produced by: Aaron Schnobrich & David Futernick 
Principal Cast: Elaine Carroll, Lauren Lapkus, Richmond Arquette, 
                      Allan McLeod & Tarah DeSpain
Language: English 

A young woman stifled by her future sets out to find someone from her 
past. She soon realizes that the journey she’s embarked on might be more 
complicated than she imagined.
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RIPPLE 
USA / 2015 / 13 mins
Directed by: Conner Griffith
Language: English 

The shapes we make - an advertisement for planet earth. Griffith has  
assembled and animated hundreds of shots of our planet’s open and  
developed surfaces, using imagery primarily from Google Earth but also 
Wikipedia, RISD’s collections, and Griffith’s personal photography. With 
a clever soundtrack, the film creates echoes between Earth’s natural and 
built features.

SHARK & LION 
Bahamas / 2015 / 6 mins
Directed by: Florian Fischer
Language: English 

We love to dive, fly and shoot. Along the way we observe, listen and  
document. The results are published as films, pictures and reports. 

THE CART 
Poland / 2015 / 6 mins
Directed & written by: Patrik Eriksson
Produced by: The Polish National Film School in Lodz
Principal Cast: Karolina Zawalo, Kamila Kaminska, Anna Moskal
                      & Mariola Kukul-Fotez
Language: Polish (English Subtitles) 

A girl is pushing a fish in a water filled cart across a dark plain. The cart is 
leaking, and mysterious beings are attracted to the struggle. What awaits 
in the abyss?

THE DICTATOR’S HOTEL 
Germany / 2015 / 16 mins
Directed & written by: Florian Hoffmann
Produced by: Martina Knapheide
Language: German (English Subtitles)

Over night Gadaffí s hotel in Central Africa lost its patron. The gardener 
still waters the  forecourt for the absent guests. The security guard leaves 
his uniform in the wardrobe for now. And the Tunisian manager of the  
hotel takes care of a ghost hotel. Together we wait for a message from 
the new owners.

THE SCHWARTZ TEST 
USA / 2015 / 10 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Josh Yunis
Principal Cast: Nicole Badaan, Eric Colton, Timothy Driscoll, 
                      Stephanie Fodor, Jake Regal, & Cosmo Sher
Language: English 

A new test for true love. Stuck at a party with his friend Gaby, Sam decides 
to approach his crush and ask her out- but his own neurosis gets in the way.

THE WISH 
Bahamas & India / 2015 / 3 mins
Directed by: Vijay Subramanian
Written by: Shravya Gunipudi
Music by: Ashwath Naganathan
Principal Cast: Bobby Biswal & Aganita Shenoy
Language: English 

A short movie about family and love

TONSURE 
USA / 2015 / 18 mins
Directed & written by: Fred Bumaye
Produced by: K
Principal Cast: Khail Bryant, Justin Carty, Michaela Angela Davis, Shanelle 
John, Jeff Kim, Suzanna Klichinsky, Rob Morgan, & Jacinto Taras Riddick
Language: English 

Between heists of a mysterious, high value product, a young girl and her uncle 
hunt down the man responsible for the death of a beloved family member.

WELCOME
USA / 2015 / 17 mins
Directed & written by: Serena Dykman
Produced by: Elizabeth Phillipson-Weiner, Mav Block, Sandra Tan, 
                    & Serena Dykman
Language: English

The day her boyfriend plans to propose to her, Anna, a young New York-
based Czech doctor is held at U.S. immigration after a humanitarian trip 
to Uganda.

WELCOMING ARMS 
Bermuda / 2014 / 9 mins
Directed by: Rosanne Ma
Produced by: Matthew Bannister
Principal Cast: Johnny Barnes
Language: English 

92 year old Johnny has been blowing kisses to traffic 6 hours a day, 5 days 
a week for 30 years.
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DROWNING
Germany / 2015 / 5 mins
Directed by: Daniel Schlichter 

16mm Fragments of a relationship long gone in the mind of a protagonist deep under water, 
drowning.

EYES OF THE GLASS 
Bahamas / 2015 / 5 mins
Directed by: Rashad Ferguson  Written by: Maz Joachin & Fabian Fountain
Produced and starring: Clifford Cash  Language: English 

The Animated music video for the song “Eyes of Glass “ By Foreign Sound. In a bleak version 
of Nassau Bahamas lives Elaine. Alone for most of her life, Elaine lives in a city surrounded by 

huge clouds that block out sunlight and leaves the city cold and heartless. But one day she stumbles on a 
bag filled with colorful paints and brushes and decides to take things into her own hands.

FAAN (VALSALAND)
Sweden / 2014 / 48 mins
Directed, written & produced by: Goblin Mikkanen
Principal Cast: Morris Järnemo  Language: English 

In this music video we follow a kid in his retro boys bedroom. A video about loneliness, ex-
clusion and self-injury in modern society. He mimes “Does anyone wanna be my friend?” in 
swedish. Music by Valsaland. 

LORELAI 
USA / 2015 / 4 mins
Directed and written by: Jennifer Nicole Stang Produced by: Emmett Lee Stang
Principal Cast: Shannon Prior    Language: English 

Am I really supposed to understand living without you?

THE WAY BACK 
USA / 2015 / 4 mins
Directed by: Corey C. Waters  Written by: Charles Orlando & Gregory Hiscock
Produced by: Heather Christianson  Language: English 

A lovelorn damsel from universes away is washed ashore. But where is her lifeguard? With 
the help of her robot sidekick, she attempts to make it off the island and back to their world 
safely -- all ‘The Way Back’ home. 

UNFAIR TO FACTS 
France / 2014 / 5 mins
Directed by: Olivier Fuoc   Written by: Mickael Labbé
Produced by: Sébastien Bourel  Language: English 

What Brings Me More Violently to Life - Unfair To Facts

MUSIC 
Videos
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Final Selected Scriptwriters:

A Most Dangerous Current • Screenwriter Amanda Glassman

Crater • Screenwriter John J. Griffin 

Death in the Evening • Screenwriter William Arnold

Diagnosis • Screenwriter Lindsey Addawoo

Human Resources • Screenwriter Andrew Wood

Nauti Girls • Screenwriter Linda Toussaint

Stone Drive • Screenwriter Sylvia Llewellyn

The Cuban Circuit • Screenwriters Pamela J. Smith & Monty McMillian 

The Island Blue Hole • Screenwriter Darrell Dorsett

The Mulberry Boys • Screenwriter Chris Smith

To Provincetown • Screenwriter Karyn Kobayashi

Wish You Were Here • Screenwriter Austin Kase

Mentors for Screenwriters Program:

SEAN COVEL attended college at the University Of Nebraska, Kearney, majoring in 
Broadcast Management with a minor in acting. Covel then took a position as a headhunter in 
San Francisco, and eventually opened his own firm before ultimately turning his attention back 
to film making. He graduated from the University Of Southern California School of Cinematic 
Arts in 2002. After graduating from college, Covel began work on the film “Think Tank.” In 2003 
he joined the team writing and producing “Napolean Dynamite,”  which won critical acclaim.  
Covel’s other producing credits include “12 Dogs of Christmas,” “Beneath” and “Cafe.” Covel has 
authored three books, he teaches Independent Film Business as an adjunct professor at USC and is  
currently also working on his next film.

CAMERON CUBBISON has worked as a freelance reader and story analyst for 
five years, providing development notes and continued consultation for private clients while  
managing a team of skilled readers as ScreenCraft’s contests administrator and consulting  
point man. He has personally assessed over 4,000 screenplays for myriad contests, including 
ScreenCraft’s suite of genre-specific contests, Fresh Voices, and more. Cameron has written 
full coverage and notes on well over a thousand scripts and manuscripts for companies like 
Lionsgate Films, Open Road Films, Resolution, Paradigm, UTA, Story Authority, The Sundance 
Institute, ReelFX, Icon Films, The Dan Jinks Company, and others.   

FILMMAKER 
Residency Program
Harbour Island, Eluethera

VINCE GERARDIS began his entertainment career as a literary agent specializing in 
the representation of Intellectual Property rights at The Agency, working under legendary 
agent Jerry Zeitman. He formed Created By in 1998 in conjunction with publishing super-agent 
Ralph Vicinanza, who repped such literary giants as Stephen King, Terry Pratchett, Augusten 
Burroughs, George RR Martin and dignitaries including His Holiness the Dalai Lama. The 
aim of the Created By was to represent the film, television, game and other ancillary rights 
for these and other authors and package them properties toward film, TV and ancillary or 
derivative exploitation. Since it’s inception, the client list has grown to encompass more than 
300 authors, over 8000 titles. Ralph Vicinanza died in 2010, leaving the entirety of Created By 
in his control.

DAN GUANDO is Senior Vice President of Acquisitions and Development at The  
Weinstein Company, where he has worked for over ten years. During his time at TWC, Dan 
has overseen the acquisition of THE ARTIST, BLUE VALENTINE, THE TILLMAN STORY,  
SARAH’S KEY, SUBMARINE, CORIOLANUS, UNDEFEATED, BULLY, QUARTET, THE SAP-
PHIRES,  CAROL, WOMAN IN GOLD and many more titles.

MATTHEW HELDERMAN is a media entrepreneur and film producer based 
in Los Angeles. Overseeing projects ranging from micro-budgets to multi-million dollar  
productions, Helderman has produced 100+ hours of feature, television, commercial & music video  
productions. Educated at Lake Forest College in film, philosophy, & economics - Helderman 
brings a wealth of academic, practical and business knowledge to each project. In 2010,  
Helderman formed Buffalo 8 Productions to produce his feature film “The Alumni  
Chapter” which sold it’s international rights to a boutique distributor and can be found on sale 
at Walmart, Target, Amazon and Best Buy. From there Helderman & Buffalo 8 oversaw feature 
productions while developing unique distribution strategies directly with sales agents. During 

this time Helderman joined Suzanne DeLaurentiis Productions at Paramount Studios as a co-producer 
while continuing producing a slate of independent films under Buffalo 8. With a background in finance, 
technologies and entertainment - Helderman fosters development and perfected productions on a 
regular basis. Buffalo 8 Productions oversees features, commercials and television productions — from 
development, financing & distribution.

JOHN RHODES is an independent film producer and co-founder of ScreenCraft, one of 
Hollywood’s most popular screenwriting talent discovery platforms.  John has experience on 
many sides of the entertainment industry. He worked for Open Road Films’ acquisition team, 
acquiring and releasing such films as ‘The Grey’ starring Liam Neeson and ‘End of Watch’  
starring Jake Gyllenhaal.  He worked as a creative executive at Media Talent Group for clients  
including Angelina Jolie and Nicole Kidman.  John got his start in entertainment as a development 
assistant and story editor at OddLot Entertainment, helping to develop such films as Academy 
Award-nominee ‘Rabbit Hole,’ the Cannes award-winning ‘Drive,’ and the sci-fi epic ‘Ender’s 
Game.’ John graduated with a Master’s in Media Business Management from the Universidad de 
Navarra in Spain and a BA in English Literature from the University of Dallas in Texas.
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RBC ROYAL BANK SPONSORS  
BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 
Many Events to Be Held During Festival from December 1 – 12, 2015

RBC Royal Bank is the proud sponsor of the 2015 Bahamas International Film 
Festival Youth Film Workshop, December 1st – 12th. 

RBC Royal Bank presented Bahamas International Film Festival (BIFF) with a generous  
endorsement to support the “2015 BIFF Youth Film Workshop”, an initiative created to 
give local students the opportunity to shine and be creative through filmmaking.

BIFF and the RBC Royal Bank have been working together since 2005. This  
collaborative effort will provide many benefits to students and festival goers.

“The Bahamas International Film Festival and RBC believes in the importance of creating 
unique opportunities within our community, to promote education, which will translate 
in a better future for The Bahamas. Through its Youth Programs and annual events, 
BIFF has not only expanded the film industry in our country, but it has also introduced 
The Islands of The Bahamas as a highly desirable location for cinema production and 
as a cultural destination”, said Leslie Vanderpool, founder and executive director of BIFF.

From September 21 to the 25, students from five schools have learned the  
fundamentals of making a film in a day. Students were guided through the process of 
directing, acting, producing, and scriptwriting. The five schools that were part of this 
filmmaking program were Lyford Cay School, Kingsway Academy, Adelaide Primary, 
H.O. Nash, all in Nassau, and North Eleuthera High in Eleuthera.

The theme for this years program was “Identity.” Students created a film based on their 
views or experiences related to the topic. Festival guests will have the opportunity to 
vote on the best film and all 5 films will be showcased at the Bahamas International Film 
Festival with a special presentation on December 10th.

About RBC in the Caribbean
With more than 100 years of heritage serving the region, RBC operates under the banner of RBC 
and RBTT with a presence in 20 countries, 122 combined branches and close to 6,600 employees 
serving more than one million clients. As one of the Caribbean’s leading diversified financial services  
companies, RBC provides personal and commercial banking, wealth management, corporate and  
investment banking, insurance and trust and asset management services to a wide range of  
clients, including individuals, small businesses, general commercial entities, regional and multi-national  
corporations and governments. For more information, please visit rbc.com/caribbean

About RBC
Royal Bank of Canada (RY on TSX and NYSE) and its subsidiaries operate under the master brand 
name RBC. We are Canada’s largest bank as measured by assets and market capitalization, and 
are among the largest banks in the world, based on market capitalization. We are one of North  
America’s leading diversified financial services companies, and provide personal and commercial  
banking, wealth management services, insurance, corporate and investment banking and investor services 
on a global basis. We employ approximately 80,000 full- and part-time employees who serve more than 15  
million personal, business, public sector and institutional clients through offices in Canada, the U.S. and 
51 other countries. For more information, please visit rbc.com

YOUTH
Film Workshop

 
 

Dermalogica Skin Centre 
Old Fort Town Centre 

Nassau Bahamas 
242.377.7546 
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Harbour Island, Eleuthera - Opening December 2015 
 

Freeport, Grand Bahama – Opening February 2016  
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Master Class
Music & Film Panel

MASTER CLASS MUSIC & FILM PANEL 
WITH JONATHAN MCHUGH
Saturday, December 5th, 2015
Leon Levy Native Plant Preserve, Central Eleuthera • 11 AM - 2 PM

Jonathan McHugh is an independent film producer & music supervisor who has held  
high-level corporate film & music creative and marketing corporate positions at New Line  
Cinema (Warner Brothers) (VP Soundtracks,) Sony Records (Sr. VP Film & TV), Universal  
Records (Sr. VP Visual Media) over the past few decades McHugh has produced over 20 films 
& TV shows including most recently he co-produced and music supervised the upcoming film’s  
“Janis: Little Girl Blue” with Academy award winning producer Alex Gibney and Academy Award 

nominated director Amy Berg and “We Are X” with Academy Award winning producer John Ba  
ttsek (“Searching For Sugarman.”)
 Some of the other films he has produced/co-produced include Justin Bieber’s Never Say Never”” 
Morgan Spurlock’s Sony Classics documentary “The Greatest Movie Ever Sold,” Lionsgate’s “Repo The 
Generic Opera,” Lifetime’s “Flying By” The Paramount film “Crossroads and the Discovery’s “Battle 
Ground Earth.” He also co-wrote and produced the Lions Gate feature film “Snoop Dogg’s Hood of 
Horror” staring Jason Alexander, Danny Trejo and Anson Mount. 
 McHugh has supervised the music for over 60 feature films and TV including the Lionsgate 
film “Spare Parts” starring George Lopez and Marisa Tomei, “Ping Pong Summer starring Susan  
Sarandon, the Peter Jackson produced documentary “West of Memphis,” The Polish Brothers comedy 
“Hot Bot,” and the upcoming Televisa Films comedy “Sundown.”
 As Vice President of Soundtracks at New Line Cinema McHugh co-produced many platinum 
& gold soundtracks including “Austin Powers”, “The Wedding Singer”, “Boogie Nights,” “Rush Hour,” 
“Blade” “Mortal Combat 2”, “Love Jones,” and “Money Talks. ” McHugh is Documentary committee 
member of the Producers Guild and the secretary and founding member of the Guild of Music Supervisors. 

MASTER CLASS MUSIC & FILM PANEL 
WITH STEPHEN BEER
Sunday, December 6th, 2015
French Leave, Central Eleuthera • 11 AM - 12 PM

Steven Beer concentrates his practice on film, television and music matters.  He represents 
industry-leading film production, film finance and film distribution companies and has acted as 
counsel to numerous award-winning writers, directors, producers, and multi-platinum musical artists.
  He has been listed annually as a “Super Lawyer” in the field of Entertainment and 
Sports, since the 2006 edition of “Super Lawyers/New York Metro Edition”, ranking him among 
the top 5% of attorneys in New York State.  According to the magazine, this selection was based 

on an independent survey of 59,000 lawyers and an evaluation by a “blue ribbon panel of preeminent 
peers” in each area of practice.  Also, Research and Markets listed him as one of the top lawyers in 
Entertainment Law, Settlements and Negotiations, and he was cited in The Wrap online magazine as 
one of “21 Great Thinkers of Indie Film.”
 Steven regularly attends major film festivals -- including Cannes, Sundance, South by South-
west and Tribeca -- where he has negotiated distribution rights deals for many independent  films .  
He also has acted as executive producer for independent films,  in addition to acting as distribution 
counsel. Curing the 1990s, Steven served on the artist management teams for Jive Record recording 
artists Britney Spears, Aaron Carter and No Secrets, of which Lady Gaga was a member.

Development & Production Panel Discussion (Harbour Island)
Wednesday, December 2nd, 2015
Vince Gerardis & Dan Guando • 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

Pitch & Writing Career (Harbour Island)
Thursday, December 3rd, 2015
John Rhodes, Matthew Helderman, Cameron Cubbison, & Sean Covel • 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM
A guide through the best practices for pitching to producers, financiers, studios, networks & representation.

Master Class in Music (Governor’s Harbour)
Saturday, December 5th, 2015
Leon Levy Preserve, Governor’s Harbour • 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
Sponsored by Leon Levy Native Plant Preserve
Jonathan McHugh is an independent film producer & music supervisor who has held high-level corporate film & 
music creative and marketing corporate positions at New Line Cinema (Warner Brothers) (VP Soundtracks,) Sony 
Records (Sr. VP Film & TV), Universal Records (Sr. VP Visual Media) over the past few decades. A Huge name in 
the film and Music industry to conduct Music and Film Master Class in Governor’s Harbour.

Music & Film Panel (Governor’s Harbour)
Sunday, December 6th, 2015 • Sponsored by French Leave
Steven Beer, Rickard Gramfors & Jonathan McHugh • 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Woman In Film Panel Discussion (Nassau)
Friday, December 11th, 2015
Melia Hotel Conference Room • 3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Sponsored by Melia Hotel
Kate Perotti, 2015 BIFF Juror 
NEW CAMBODIAN • Loredana Boboli De Lama / Isabella Astenga
SHOWING ROOTS • Susan Batten
SIN AND ILLY STILL ALIVE • Maria Hengge
A BEAUTIFUL NOW • Lynn Kressel
GOLDEN KINGDOM • Jessica Ballard

Film & Finance Panel Discussion (Nassau)
Friday, December 11th, 2015
Melia Hotel Confe rence Room • 5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Youth Film Workshop RBC Event (Nassau)
Friday, December 11th, 2015
Blue Sail Restaurant, Nassau • 4:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Art Of Collaboration Panel Discussion (Nassau)
Saturday, December 12th, 2015
Blue Sail Restaurant • 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
Sponsored by Blue Sail Restaurant, Nassau
Kate Perotti, 2015 BIFF Juror
Bentley Kyle Evans, Writer, Producer & Actor, 2015 BIFF JUROR
Leslie Vanderpool, Founder & Executive Director, Bahamas International Film Festival
Michael D. Lynch, Director DEPENDENT’S DAY
Jessica Ballard, GOLDEN KINGDOM
Sean Hodgkinson, TRAFFICKED 
Michael Wilson, SHOWING ROOTS
Susan Batten, SHOWING ROOTS
Marie Hengge, SIN AND ILLY STILL ALIVE
Netto DePaula Pimenta, SINGAPORE SLING
Athama Bowe, Chairman Bahamas Film and Players Rating Board

Editing Panel Discussion (Nassau)
Saturday, December 12th, 2015 • 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Sponsored by Blue Sail Restaurant, Nassau
Kerim Duran, MY BROTHER JACK, OF FORTUNE AND GOLD, THE ALIEN, DEAR HARLEY
Michael D. Lynch, DEPENDENT’S DAY
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GENERAL INFO / RUSH LINE
All programs are subject to change without notice. No refunds or exchanges are given, except in the 
case of program cancellations.

Seating is available at all performances on a first-come, first-served basis. Ticket holder seating is  
guaranteed up to 10 minutes prior to screening. No late seating.

When a screening is sold out, a line of non-ticket holders forms outside the theater—this is known as 
the Rush Line. If Rush tickets become available, the Festival’s Theatre Representative will allow people 
from the Rush Line to purchase tickets, or exchange an appropriate pass or voucher to gain admittance  
approximately 5 minutes before the screening begins.

BIFF Office Galleria Cinemas Meliá Hotel
Bahamas International Film Festival RND Plaza Cable Beach Conference center
4th Terrace East & Collins Ave. John F. Kennedy Drive P.O. Box N-4914
Nassau, The Bahamas Nassau, The Bahamas Nassau West Bay Street
 Nassau, The Bahamas

PASSES AND TICKET PRICES

For the most current pricing information, please visit us online at 
http://www.bintlfilmfest.com/box_office/tickets

BIFF reserves the right to change pricing. Tickets are non refundable.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

HOW TO
Festival

BAHAMAS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 
MOBILE APP

Cornèr Bank (Overseas) Limited and the Bahamas International Film 
Festival (BIFF) will team up for the first time this year in an exciting 
new sponsorship deal. Cornèr Bank is launching the 2015 Bahamas 
International Film Festival Mobile App, as well as putting its support 
behind the festival’s World Cinema and Latin America Film sidebars 
and receptions. 

Download your copy today from iTunes at:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bahamas-international-film 
id1047759943?ls=1&mt=8
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The pure bliss of a secluded Bahamas retreat. The unspoiled magnificence of 

white sand coves. And the satisfaction of knowing paradise does indeed exist. 

From chic villas, guest rooms and suites to secluded beaches caressed by 

turquoise waters, we invite you to discover this gem of an escape.  

The Cove Eleuthera proudly supports the Bahamas International Film Festival.

A  S EC R E T  R EV E A L E D.
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